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mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - North

Now 
Open!

Mobile & tablet friendly

For FAST telephone mail order dial 01707 607700

All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either  
Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees. 
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.   Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702 

Brightwork 
When it comes to being bright, Mini Spares Ltd really is, with its range of Mini brightwork and less-drag wiper blades that really clear the screen. Pianoforte Supplies in Northampton made almost every body 
finishing part for the Mini but by 1979 it had scrapped the tooling for many Mk1 parts, including grilles, before its total closure many years later.  Mini Spares once again came to the rescue and with some original 
drawings and foresight. The company ended up making all the parts required to keep these cars looking correct even before Rover’s closure  or the retro-look trend started. Nearly all the trim, mouldings, grilles, 
grille surrounds, stainless steel bumpers and overiders from 1959-2000 are now made from Mini Spares’ own tooling. A large range of aftermarket  bumpers are also stocked,  (but with the exception of any 
Clubman rear bumpers, which are unfortunately no longer available). The quality of Mini Spares’ UK made parts was so good many of the parts for post 1990 Minis were supplied to Rover itself!

Rubber Parts 
Fed up with rubber parts not fitting properly or failing? Try Mini Spares products, as over 80% of their seals are made from Mini Spares tooling. Since the demise of the original tooling at St Albans Rubber for Mk 
1/2  seals, Silent Channel and Standard Products for door channels/seals and Schlegel /BTR for later door seals Mini Spares has procured or has its own tooling made and produces products to the original or 
improved specifications. The 60 year old sponge honeycomb (air bubble) with an outer skin type of design as used by BMC for many of their models and of course MK1 door/boot and rear side window seals can 
no longer be produced, but the Mini Spares’ alternatives fit perfectly when properly installed. All of the MK1/2 door sliding window channels and chrome runners are also made from Mini Spares’ own tooling.

Since the demise of Rover and Unipart as the original suppliers many parts are still packaged as ‘genuine’ by the companies who obtained their rights and stock. Some parts are old stock or from original 
suppliers, but some are re-sourced. Many parts are not what they used to be and the words “making profit only” comes to mind when all the expertise in parts quality is scarce. Mini Spares once again comes to 
the rescue by examining these parts and deciding what to stock and what to reject. Mini Spares tries to be completely transparent by giving verbal or web descriptions. That is why they are the Number One 
supplier and website for Mini owners buying parts or seeking information from highly knowledgable staff.

GEG705009EVO 
Silicon Gasket

GWB219 Wiper blade

MSSK023

GCV1013  
CV Joint kitCJJ734MS

 C-AJJ1572  
long track rod end

CKE10018  
1988 to 2000 
boot lid seal

14A6584 
Early boot 
lid sealCFB101080 Door seal lower 

Mini Spares stainless steel bumper

500929MS  
Stainless steel 
headlamp rings 

MS25 Mk1  
overider bumper set

Mk2 Grille  
Surround

14A7781RETRO 
Mk1 Grille  

surround

 Weatherstrip kit

Safety Critical Parts - Many parts are copied - but not to Mini Spares standards! 
Beware of poor quality swivel pins, track rod ends, brake hoses, wheel bearings and cv joints all being imported from the Far East as they are safety critical parts. There have been many sad reports of failure but 
be assured Mini Spares Ltd parts are all the best quality and price available. Mini Spares own swivel pins have been supplied and boxed by both Rover and Unipart  since the demise of the original part. Brake parts 
including hoses are from original AP braking supplies and tried and trusted non genuine parts are also available. 

GSJ166MS Swivel 
pin repair  
kit 
 

27H4656 Brake 
Caliper

GWB220 Wiper blade

GHK1140MS 
Wheel Bearings

Front & Rear 
Brake Hoses

CGA2835MS 
Mk3 door seal24A88 

Window 
channel

ALA6654MS Mk2 Grille

14A7299 Austin Mk1 Grille

The World’s Largest Suppliers of Spares for the Mini 
Mini Spares started in Southgate London N11 in 1975, before moving to Potters Bar in 1999 and since then has developed into a world leading company with an annual turnover in 
excess of £15 million and over 50 staff with the best expertise and knowledge of their product in the business. Despite its size today, as ever,  the company’s emphasis is still on 
quality, prices and customer satisfaction. A most varied set of skills, but the common denominator is that all the staff are passionate about MInis, whether it be racing, driving, 
rebuilding or just owning them. We all love them, which is why you’ll find the heart in the middle of our logo. 

The world famous 5 speed close ratio gearbox design project was 
engineered for Mini Spares by David Hirons.  It uses over 58 extra 
parts with extensive machining; the 5th gear is technically a 0.882 
overdrive gear on the helical kit which equates to 3.037 when using 
the 3.44 crown wheel and pinion.  
The closer ratio is suitable for 1275-1380cc Minis (except turbo 
boosted). The strength of the standard helical cut  A plus gears are 
dependent on the torque capability of the original 2nd/3rd gears 
plus the final drive pinion and the new 5th gear (i.e about 80-85ft 
lbs of torque). These 5 speeds have successfully been used with an 
8 port head and 286 camshaft in Keith Dodd’s car and also in his 
Yellow Sprint which has straight cut gears under a fuel injected 
1460cc engine built by MBE Race engines with 143bhp at flywheel 
=115bhp at wheels.

25 years ago:   
Mini Spares introduced 
the 5 speed gearbox

The X-pin concept grew out of development work carried out by 
David Hirons in the mid Eighties to resolve the problem of persistent 
diff bevel gear and carrier failure on rear wheel drive Ford Escorts 
and Lotus Cortinas. The torque capacity of the diff could be 
increased by adding two extra bevel gears. The cross axle torque 
transfer was unaffected. Modern material technology was 
introduced to overcome lubrication problems with the pin and 
bevels.  25 years ago in 1993 the decision was made to resurrect 
the manufacture of the four star diff and apply the latest technology 
to the Mini. The new product was released and protected under UK 
and European design laws by copyright licence: Doc c1993. It is 
now manufactured for Mini Spares Centre under licence.  Over 5000 
have been sold to date with an unblemished success rate!

25 years ago:  
The X pin diff was 
developed
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www.minispares.com

Visit the official MiniSpares.com website for pictures, 
downloads, catalogues, current prices & special deals
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

October magazine – 1st September
November magazine – 1st October
December magazine – 1st November

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 1st day 
of each month. The production of a magazine 
starts a month before the due publishing date. 
Please submit copy to the Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.
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The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates are 
aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/old 
inks while printing blankets are shredded and used for 
rubberised play areas and footpaths. The wrapping it 
comes in is degradable and will break down in the soil.

Cooper disclaimer 
The Cooper logo is the property of John 
Michael Cooper and should not be used 
without prior permission.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman 
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN 
01302 883550 (H) 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1Sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2Sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3Sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration 
Sarah Monk 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
membership@minicooper.org

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
events@minicooper.org

Competition Secretary 
Peter Barker 
0045 9133 3068 
Competitions@minicooper.org 

Club Shop 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
regalia@minicooper.org

Regional Co-ordinator 
Richard Sign 
Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield,  
Southampton, SO45 1XL 
07968 307689 
regions@minicooper.org

Public Relations 
Lorraine Hampson 
The Beeches, Kiln Way, Grayshott, Hants. GU26 6JF 
01428 712154 
pr@minicooper.org 

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt 
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ 
01923 816757 
cars@minicooper.org

Youth Co-ordinator 
Position vacant

Non Designated Committee Members 
Position vacant 

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org

Heritage Liaison 
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org

DVLA V765 Contact  
(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

www.minicooper.org

forum.minicooper.org 
https://twitter.com/
cooperregister

#minicooperregister
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Cherished Vehicle
Insurance Services

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered 
Offi ce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484  CVI 085 04/17

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.

0512 CVI Cooperworld A4 Colour Advert 24.04.17.indd   1 27/04/2017   12:19
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against 
a variety of claims. The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means 
accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.

The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where 
we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini 
or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-
organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may 
be others that we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, 
never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the 
public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices 
of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that 
protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence. 
If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address 
at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal 
claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the event without 
prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.

So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at 
the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your 
organising team are covered by insurance.

Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE  
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your membership card at the 
following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON  
– 10% off the vast majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK  
– various discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS  
– help if undergoing a major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES,  
WINCHCOMBE. GLOS  
– Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order from website. 
Discount to members on production of membership card. 01242 609598 
bullmotifminispares.com formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS  
– 10% off most goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS  
– 10% off everything but will offer more depending on amount purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE  
– See advert inside front cover for contact details. Discount available to Mini 
Cooper Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS  
– www.bjacoustic.com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE  
– 10% discount and agreed value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE  
– 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET  
– 15% off books, manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B 
– Cork, Ireland (MCR member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337  
www.oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS  
– 10% discount, supply and supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 
07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS  
– Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, Spain.  
www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE  
– 0121 246 8089 or 0845 373 4777 or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT  
– Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B.  
10% discount, Jim Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE  
– Unit 2, Shipyard Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini specialist ex JCW chief 
technician - will give 10% discount to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH  
– Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts in 
CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk 01473 740148 

TMS MOTORSPORT  
– 10% off Motorsport and Tuning Products www.tmsmotorsport.co.uk.  
Tel. 01189 485132

Missing Magazines
Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive 
by the middle of the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not 
have email facilities) on 

01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 
Contributions
IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 
by the 1st of the month for the 
following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 
contributions for the magazine 
sent by email, so if you do not 
receive an email back from me it 
almost certainly means I have not 
received it. Please telephone me 
after a day or so to check if you 
do not hear from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer the 
membership - 

see details on page 4. 

GDPR Policy Document
The Mini Cooper Register is a motor club that caters for all those interested in 
the Mini and Mini Cooper, both classic and modern.

Under the GDPR regulations, we act as both Controller and Processor, in 
addition we use the third party company, Lavenham Press Limited, to administer 
the membership of the club and print CooperWorld magazine, and as such, they 
act as a Processor on our behalf.

The Club’s legal basis for handling personal data is Legitimate Interest.

In order to run the club, we and Lavenham Press Limited hold our members’ 
personal data (we do not hold sensitive personal data) and we will not release 
any of that data to any third party and have tight controls on the access to that 

data by officers of the club. Data no longer required for the running of the club 
is deleted. The data held for a member is: Membership number, name, address, 
telephone numbers, email address and region. In addition, payment details are 
used for processing membership and the sale of club merchandise, payment 
details are not stored. Details of the data held may be requested by a member 
by sending an email to gdpr@minicooper.org.

The processing performed by Lavenham Press Limited is: Recording new and 
renewed memberships, sending of welcome packs, sending of membership 
renewal notices. 

The processing performed by the club is: Generation of regional members 
lists (membership number, name, telephone and town only), granting of 
access to our website and social media, email notifications to members, 
confirmation of membership.
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EDITORIAL
Wow, what a sublime scorcher of 

a summer we are experiencing! 
I am just old enough to remember 
the similarly long hot summer we had 
way back in 1976, and so I find myself 
typing this editorial unbelievably in 
30 plus degrees of heat! Although I 
do prefer the warmth, the regular 
high temperatures we have been 
experiencing over the last few weeks 
are just starting to get to me as I find 
it difficult to do anything outdoors let 
alone in the garage which is usually 

about 5 degrees hotter than the outside temperature!

Anyway, enough about the weather and let’s get on with what we 
have for you to enjoy in this month’s issue of CooperWorld. We kick 
off with Richard Pengelly’s follow up article to the one he did in last 
month’s issue relating to leaded versus unleaded petrol. This month 
Richard looks at the two main types of unleaded petrol that you can 
buy these days at the pumps, and considers the pros and cons of filling 
up with either type of fuel on your car’s engine performance. I think 
you will find Richard’s article both interesting and enlightening as, 
indeed, did I. As always, you will find his article in the Technical Topics 
section of the magazine.

Then we have two articles covering two different tours organised 
by two separate regions. The first article covers the Kent region’s 
tour which Justin and Annmarie Ridyard, the region’s co-ordinators, 
organised and which took participants over the Channel and across 
northern Europe to Ypres in Belgium. This destination was chosen 

in recognition of the fact that 2018 has marked100 years since 
the end of the First World War. Do have read of Justin’s account 
as to what it takes to organise such an event but also what the 
tour was like for those who participated in it. The second article 
covers the Thames Valley region’s one day tour. In organising such 
a short tour there are usually no ferry crossings to arrange or 
overnight accommodation to book. But the organisers still had to 
ensure they put together a fun packed and enjoyable day for those 
participating. If you were thinking of arranging a similar one day 
only tour in your region then do have a read of Melanie Brooks’ 
article to get a flavour of what’s involved.

Then finally, I must mention an event which I attended in mid-
July, that being the Sherborne Classic and Super Cars Show. Brian 
Culcheth, the former Abingdon Competitions Department and 
Special Tuning rally driver, has been supporting this event over 
the years and had advertised in CooperWorld for ex-Works car 
owners to bring their cars along for a special display. Well, as Brian 
had rallied my ex-Works car way back in 1970, I thought it was 
time to reunite him with it and so I did and what a pleasure it was 
to do so. Fortunately, Guy Smith and John McIntosh attended the 
show with their cars too and Guy has thankfully written an article 
on it accompanied by some nice photos of the day.

Paul Sulma 



seek out a few younger members who are active in Mini motorsport 
rather than those who are now, respectfully, mostly part of Mini history. 
I’m therefore pleased to say that we now have Nick Swift, who is without 
doubt the front runner in FIA Mini racing and a superb engine builder of 
many years standing. We also have appointed Andy Harrison who is also 
a front runner in historic Mini racing and has recently taken over Barrie 
Williams’ Mini. He too is a very experienced Mini preparation specialist. 
With these two expert youthful Mini racers, we have also included Bill 
Richards, who has been racing Minis, and still is, for a very long while with 
great success with extremely fast silhouette Minis and, indeed, he too is 
a Mini preparation specialist of vast experience. Finally, from the world of 
rallying, we have appointed Ray Cunningham who is the current leader in 
the Mini Sport Championship. Ray has been rallying his very quick Minis 
in Ireland for a long while and his Galway Mini Centre is a Mecca for the 
many that compete in Minis in Ireland. 

All four gentlemen have graciously accepted our invitation and hopefully 
in the coming months we will see an article or two written by some 
of these esteemed Mini specialists. They will all of course be invited 
to attend Beaulieu and it is hoped members will have a chance to see 
and talk to them – all have also agreed to carry MCR logos on their 
respective competition cars. So, we welcome these four new honorary 
members and we look forward to their valued contribution to the club.

By the time that you read this we will be but a few weeks away from our 
annual Touring Assembly, where we are taking 40 cars on the ‘Minis to 

the Alps’ run. By contrast, this time next year we will again be visiting Ireland 
for Minis to Ireland. The Wyllie family have once again agreed to plan the 
route for us and deal with the hotels and facilities in Ireland. Their experience 
and knowledge of the roads in Ireland is legendary so we are in good hands. 
The forward date for you diary is Friday 20th to Friday 27th September 
2019. A long way off, I know, but keep that week free. Regulations and 
entry forms should be out in early December when entries will be accepted, 
although expressions of interest will be accepted beforehand. It will again, I’m 
sure, be a fabulous event and one not to be missed.

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

The Wipers Run, organised by Justin and 
Annemarie Ridyard, was I’m told a great 

success. Run in July, the two day trip over to 
Belgium to sample some of the classic roads 
used on the Ypres Rally, but also to visit the 
grounds of the First World War conflict on 
their land, was well received by the thirty 
plus cars that crossed the water and back 
for a fun filled weekend. It does strike me 
that these types of social events are what 
many of our club members now want. They 
are not a competition but allow members 
to drive their cars, spiritedly if they wish, 

with some aim on a well designed route with likeminded members. These 
events are also relatively inexpensive to take part in and although they do 
require an effort to organise I’m sure, they are the way forward for many, 
as out and out competition is just too expensive.  

Although this was classed as an MCR event but organised by Kent Region 
members, any region should be able to organise at least a one day run for 
the members in their region. For those who think this may be a step too 
far for their organising ability or indeed their experience, there is sufficient 
knowledge and experience within the club to help should you need it. The 
best advice I could give would be to enter one of these similar events and 
dip your toes in the water. Quickly you will discover what’s involved and 
with that the confidence to organise a similar run for your own region. It 
could simply be an evening run to start with which will, hopefully, grow 
to a full one day or even a weekend run. They are great fun and from my 
perspective, it’s a great reason to use our cars rather than just having a 
garage queen. My only regret is I was unable to do the Wipers run, as the 
date clashed with Classic Le Mans which we always attend. A full report 
appears later in CooperWorld to show you what fun you missed.

I’m delighted to be able to welcome four new honorary members to the 
MCR. The Committee recently decided that it was time to inject some 

new blood onto our distinguished list of honorary members. Our thinking 
was, and no disrespect meant to those already on that list, that we should 
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We welcome the following new members who joined during June and July

NEW MEMBERS
Tony Michael, Bristol, South Gloucestershire
Mark Ebenezersson, Grimsby, Lincolnshire
Russ Swift, Leyburn, North Yorkshire
Thurman McKenzie, Amberg Bavaria, Germany
David Rippard, Hereford, Herefordshire
Allan Gregory & John Smethurst, Fareham, Hampshire
Karl Lawrence, Wolverhampton, Shropshire
Mark & Sarah Simpson, Newport, Isle Of Wight
Alfie Brown, Sandhurst, Berkshire
Alan Hughes, Andover, Hampshire
Simon Evans, Gosport, Hampshire
Gary Collins, Bridgwater, Somerset
Alexander Pudduck, Bradford-on-avon, Wiltshire
William Fry, Newbury, Berkshire
Tina Brown, Dorchester, Dorset
Richard Bayliss, Redditch, Worcestershire
Donnie Farago, Deal, Kent
Lyndsay Rogers & Martin Stacey, Bristol, Avon
Gavin Ibrahim & Ruby Basstoe, London
Philipp Armand Klee, Auchen, Germany
Johannes Klee, Aachen, Germany
Jason & Elizabeth Totterdell, Cullompton, Devon
Steven Parry & Heather Else, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire
Jemma Grummett, Taunton, Somerset
Chris  Pelmear, Bristol, Somerset

Paul Wood, Bexhill-on-sea, East Sussex
Derek Roberts, Bristol, Somerset
Gert Joergensen, Sonderborg Als, Denmark
Philippe Brelle, Collonge-Bellerive, Ge, Switzerland
Tom Marshall, Teddington, London
Robert Andrews, Slough, Berkshire
Suddrikku Silva, London 
Philip & Linda Connor, Wisbech, Cambs
David Hall, Eastbourne, East Sussex
Steve & Beverley Bulley, Littlehampton, West Sussex
Peter Wilson, Warrington, Cheshire
Colin Williams, Crawley, West Sussex
Patrick McElhill, Enniskillen, County Fermanagh, N.I.
Dawn McCaffrey, Wareham, Dorset
Mike Little, Carlisle Cumbria
Pete Gill, Bristol, North Somerset
Hilda & Ron Dobson, Wigan, Lancs
Barry Shaw, South Croydon, Surrey
Matthew Baker, Steyning, West Sussex
Paul Taylor, Tallinn, Estonia
Frank Zuppar, Port, Willunga, S.A. Australia
Trevor Roberts, Cheektowaga, NY, USA
Anthony & Laura Stretten, Maidstone, Kent
John Goldstone, Clapham, London
Paul Milton, Colchester, Essex



Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 
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Don’t forget to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page. the page.

It’s been a busy month again for 
members of the club, many attending the 

Silverstone Classic, the Oulton Park Mini 
Festival and a superb Thames Valley Run. 
Well done to Terry and Clive for all their 
hard work on this event. 

The Ypres or Wipers weekend was very 
enjoyable, although a busy port and a few 
shut villages did cause concerns during the 
weekend. There is a full report elsewhere 
in the magazine on this great event. 
Personal thanks to all who attended and in 
making it a truly memorable experience. 
What do we fancy for next time?

I am still looking for assistance for the NEC if you can spare anytime 
over the weekend of 9th to 11th November then please let me know.

Don’t forget to buy your IMM tickets for next year in Bristol, we will be 
organising an MCR camping area at the show.

I’m off to put the finishing touches to the Ham Sandwich Run, more on 
that next month.
That’s all for this month!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304) 330715 
events@minicooper.org 

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard
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SAVE MONEY AND TIME

This is a reminder that you are able to 
renew your membership by Direct Debit.

You will receive a Direct Debit form with 
your renewal notification, if you have not 

already signed up to this form of payment.

Once this has been filled in and returned 
you will not have to worry about 

renewing in the future as this will be 
done automatically.

Not only is this easier and quicker but 
you will also

SAVE £3 A YEAR ON YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION!

MEMBERSHIP 
 DIRECT DEBITS

We need a young member of the club 
to take on this important role to 

support, encourage and nurture younger 
members of the MCR as we recognised 

that they are the future of the club.
 

This is also a committee post and 
meetings take place five times a year.

 

If you think you might be able to 
fulfil this role then please contact the 

chairman Robert Young.

Vacancy
Youth Co-ordinator
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key 

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand.

Italics = Regionalz MCR event/attendance.

September 2018

Event: Beaulieu Autojumble 
Date: 1st - 2nd September 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Minis by the sea  
(West Sussex Mini Owners Club) 
Date: 2nd September  
Location: Steine Gardens Worthing. Gates open 
0800am & show starts at 10.00am 
Contact: g-tully@sky.com

Event: Revival Meeting 
Date: 7th-9th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show 
Date: 16th – 17th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: TBC

Event: Minis to the Alps 
Date: 15th – 22nd September 
Location: France 
Contact: Lesley Young -  
membership@minicooper.org

Event: Battle of Britain – VW vs Minis 
Date: 21st - 23rd September 
Location: Herston Yards Farm, Swanage, Dorset, 
BH19 3DJ 
Contact: www.herstonevents.com

Event: Rally Day 
Date: 22nd September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact:  https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day 
Date: 23rd September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Mini Action Day 2018 
Date: 29th September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact:  https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: OhSoRetro  
Date: 30th September 
Location: Margate, Kent. 
Contact: http://www.ohsoretro.co.uk/

October 2018

Event: Off Peak Run 
Date: 21st-22nd October  
Location: Draycott in the Clay, Ashbourne, 
Derbyshire 
Contact: malcolmvoss@btinternet.com

EVENTS

November 2018

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Motor Show 
Date: 9th 11th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com/

January 2019

Event: Mini Cooper Register Hinton Firs 
Weekend 
Date: 25th to 29th January 
Location: Bournemouth  
Contact: Josh Bromage j-bromage@outlook.com
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01473 740148
83 Dales Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP1 4JR

Trade Supporter
2018

I am again offering my services ably supported by the Warwickshire Region to organise our 
usual brilliant stand at Stanford Hall MiniFest on 23rd September.

It will be on a first come first served basis for what will again be a marvellous midlands show. 
The advance ticket price of £8 for exhibitors will be available up to Monday September 3rd 
and will include a display pass for one car.

Please contact me initially so that I can log who is interested and with what Mini/MINI variant 
you will be displaying. I will then email or post out a pro-forma to fill out and return to me with a 
stamped addressed envelope along with a cheque for £8 made out to the Mini Cooper Register.

My address is: Mr J Filor, 199 Grange Drive,Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, LE13 1EL.
Phone number: 01664566614. Email: jfilor@talktalk.net
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We had decided to organise a trip to Ypres (Ieper) in 2016 while 
driving some of the lanes just outside of the city. We had been to 

the IMM in Belgium and suffered some very cold camping. On the last 
night, we had decided to book into a B&B and wanted something close 
to the border and Ypres jumped out at us. On the Sunday evening, we 
had eaten a lovely meal in the square with some very strong ale and 
made a decision to bring the club over at some point. 

In 2017 we were thinking of another venture into Europe with a road 
run and had read about the 100 year anniversary of the end of the First 
World War - Mini Wipers was born. Wipers was the name given to 
Ypres by the tommies who struggled to pronounce the name. Our plan 
was to take 35 cars over to drive some of the better lanes and roads 
of North Eastern France and then over into Belgium with an overnight 
stay in Ypres including traditional Belgium fayre.

We had discussed our idea with Peter Moss while on the 2016 Minis 
to Monte and he had promised a loan of some Ypres rally route books 
from his entry with his brother on a previous classic event and we 
had also discussed the rather uninteresting roads of the Calais Nord 
region. Annmarie and I had run an event a couple of years previously 

to Le Touquet and, on the way back to Calais, had discovered some 
interesting roads through the Opal Marsh National Park. We had 
decided to take this in again on a future run. We had an idea of an event 
and some of the roads to take us to Ypres so we sat at the PC, scoured 
the roads on Google and contacted a restaurant. The Novatel seemed 
ideal for a stay being central and having secure parking. We then 
researched some of the WW1 sites located within the Ypres area. 

After advertising in CooperWorld the spaces were sold out very quickly 
and we had spoken to a few people in Belgium to help set the budget so 
were up and running. One of the issues we found with northern Europe 
is the speed at which they can change roads at very short notice, so we 
had decided to leave it fairly late to run the recce. But I lost my passport 
after returning from Morocco in March and, with other commitments, 
it ended up as three weeks before the event that we decided to finalise 
the route and check it. We travelled over on the Euro Tunnel to give us 
a couple of extra hours; however after a power failure we lost this (and 
more time) before setting off on our route. We were fairly late to Belgium 
after encountering several villages that were closed as to what can only be 
described as people selling their old rubbish outside their houses to their 
neighbours. We also found the rally stages very tricky as some of the roads 

By Justin Ridyard

Day1 at start in Dover
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were very different and some of the stages were on private land. This 
aside, the roads had been smooth, pot hole free and with some breath-
taking scenery. A day 1 route was in the bag.
   
We felt much better after a good meal (the menu we were having on the 
event) and a couple of beers. We had asked for a weak beer and after 
a mouthful decided to google its strength. Our instant grins after only a 
few gulps, on at the time with empty stomachs, were soon explained, as 
the weaker beer was in fact 8.5 percent. With full tummies, the night cap 
beer and a very comfortable bed, a good night’s sleep followed. 

Up bright and early, we ran the ‘in and out’ of Ypres a few times and then 
set off towards one of the attractions (which we didn’t go into so as not 
to spoil it for the event) and then home finding a different route across 
the border than planned. We had booked the train home at a similar time 
to the planned ferry. This gave plenty of time to re-run a couple of stages 
as, again, it was difficult to follow with 25-year-old route books. We had 
enjoyed the roads home and grabbed a quick ice cream at the end point. 
We set off and arrived at the Tunnel on time for a, this time seamless, 
crossing. Once home it was time to type up the route, and locate the 
rally plates and entrants’ gifts we had stored since earlier in the year. We 
had a couple of prizes already, with Mini Sport kindly also offering to 
sponsor the event providing the route master prize and goody bags for 
entrants. We thank Chris, Cara and the team for their help with this. 

Day 0 - Friday 6th July.

It was an early start for me as we had to stuff the 38 packs and I had 
two cars to clean for the event. Thanks to Mum and Dad for their help 
in pack collation and the working lunch. We had planned a meal for 
those staying in and around Dover and it was lovely to see everyone 
and hand out a few of the packs early. Our cars were already loaded 
with rally packs, prizes and our weekend bags. 

Day 1 - Saturday 7th July.

We had been advised to get to the port early so had allowed a full hour 
before the crossing time, twice the usual advised arrival time but at the 
meet point it was obvious this was not quite long enough! We quickly 
gave out the remaining packs and advised everyone to get in the queue 
for the ferry asap. I am glad to say we were all on board the same ship 
for the crossing and, after a quick brief in the family lounge, everyone 
headed off to find bacon and coffee. It was great to see so many 
members in their Wipers Polos, something very close to us currently 
with our recent new business venture which has been supplying these 

Day 1 evening dinner at Ypres

Day 1 evening and the many names

Day 1 The Sussex crew on route

Day 2 Cars in the square
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to the Kent Region and for other events, and which had inspired us on 
our recent journey hopefully to full self-employment. Each polo shirt of 
course added a donation to club funds also.

The route did not start until a 15 minute drive on the A16 via a map 
instruction. We needed to go along the coast the wrong way to meet up 
with the start of the route book and the interesting roads we had set out. 
About 50 miles of roads took the teams to St Omer for lunch. Some had 
eaten very quickly and set off as England were playing Sweden in the World 
Cup in the quarter final and a beer at the hotel bar was calling. Those that 
stuck to task did get to take in some interesting roads once into Belgium 
and, sorry to say, a mistake in the route book of a mile missing between 
two points. I am glad to say that all noticed this and found their way in good 
time to Ypres to find us greeting them with their room keys to fantastic 
accommodation at the Novatel and a truly comfortable bed. 

At 8pm we met at the Menin gate for a truly memorable ceremony to pay 
our respects to the fallen soldiers of the Commonwealth during WW1. 
We have the deepest respect for the people of Belgium for performing 
this every day of the year - the sceptic may say it’s in the name of tourism, 
but to me it comes over as a thankful nation to the 5.5 million people of 
the Commonwealth who died in the name of peace all those years ago. A 
reminder to us all of the sacrifice of several generations of men and women 
to enable us to live peacefully today. ‘Lest we forget’ we often hear, but a 
simple translation is 'careful not to forget': so very true and hits home after 
the service and our experience the following day at Hill 62.

Dinner followed at a delightful banquet hall close to the hotel and on 
the square. Croquettes were followed by Flemish beef stew and then 
the meal was finished off with Belgian ice-cream and strawberries. 
Annie and I would like to thank everyone for the unnecessary kindness 
at dinner but it was lovely to know that our efforts were appreciated, 
even though organising a trip like this is a labour we enjoy. After a beer 
or two and a few laughs, it was off to bed.

Day 2 - Sunday 8th July.

Another early rise for breakfast, followed by loading the car and a quick 
dip of the oil of the Mk2 (not a drop used). The cars then all met in the 
square for a photo opportunity then we all drove out leaving the city under 
the Menin gate to Hill 62 at Sanctuary Wood, a place in WW1 where 
the wounded were taken to the shelter of the trees for treatment while 
fighting in the area. The museum holds one of the largest First World War 
photo collections, with some of the photos are on slides in a ‘what the 
butler saw’ type set up. Mick Tully and I commented they are certainly not 
like the ones you used to find in Brighton as some of the photos hit home 

Day 2 Colin Woodage leaving Ypres 

Day 2 Leaving the square in Ypres

Day 2 Alan Forster & Phil Bateman at Hill 62

Day 2 – 8pm service of remembrance everyday at the Menin Gate

Day 2 leaving the Menin Gate Day 2 FMA under the gate early morning
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showing just how much damage to human life and the infrastructure of the 
area 100 years ago was sustained between 1914 and 1918. The trenches, 
although not all original, give an insight of life for the tommies and, after 
viewing the photos, it is clear on how tough life would have been. Very 
moving and very emotional but a worthwhile experience.  

The rest of the route home was a pleasure (or would have been if I had 
known my left from right) however, we did experience two villages 
shut off (including the end point! for the day) so, with use of traditional 
maps and phone, we managed to all get to the end.

Winners of the Mini Sport Routemaster Award  
were Jack and Danielle Ward

Spirit of the Event (the laid back his and hers beach towels) –  
Graham and Jane Robinson

Furthest Travelled – Hugh and Jan Wylie 

We would like to thank the Sussex gang for what we thought was a 
box of Belgium chocolates, after storing them in the fridge in the hotel, 
putting them by the air con in the Countryman and then in the fridge 
at home until a week later attempting to enjoy them with a coffee. The 
Belgian chocolates turned out to be a Mini Cooper computer mouse 
which now has pride of place on my desk - thanks again for your kind 
gift which is much better than chocolate and quite robust it seems! 

Justin Ridyard 
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The Route Master winners Laid back award of his and hers Wiper towels

Day 2 the trenches at Hill 62

Malcolm Pwyell’s Challenge 210 on route

Day 2 lost in France



Thames Valley Tour
By Melanie Brooks

EVENTS

Our first Thames Valley Tour took place on the 15th July 2018 on a 
very hot sunny day.

Thirteen classic Minis assembled at Hook Home Garden Centre 
were we enjoyed our breakfast in their café, signed in and were 
briefed by Terry Schraider who explained the ‘Tulip’ route to all the 
drivers and navigators. 

Starting at 10.00am, Terry flagged crews off at 1 minute intervals, 
starting with Kenneth Hunter in our oldest car, a 1960 850cc Mini.

With 80 plus miles in front of us, our first stop was at Nuffield 
Place, Nuffield. On the route we passed Mattingly, the Duke of 
Wellington’s commemorative column, Mortimer, Ufton Nervet then 
across the A4 to Bradfield and on to Pangbourne College where 
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Cars parked in front of Nuffield House

The Road Book

Ken Hunter and Graham 
Stagg in the oldest car 
on tour a 1960 850 Mini

Edward and Jill Tyson at the start
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they hold classic car shows. Originally founded in 1917 to train 
boys to become Merchant Navy officers, today it is an independent 
boarding school. We then crossed over Pangbourne toll bridge, 
remembering, as briefed, to have the 60p toll fee ready. This is one 
of the two privately-owned bridges over the River Thames. On our 
way we passed the Maharajah’s Well in Stoke Row, dated 1864, 
and built by RJ and H Wilder of Wallingford. This was funded by the 
Maharajah of Benares who wished to give an endowment in memory 
of the assistance that Edward Anderson Reade, the local squire, had 
given him and who had told the Maharajah of the difficulties faced by 
the inhabitants of the parishes around Stoke Row in obtaining water. 

Nuffield Place was a very welcome lunch stop, where we were able 
to park the cars in front of the house. Owned by Lord Nuffield the 
founder of Morris Motor Company, the house is now run by the 
National Trust. We received a very warm welcome and were able to 
look around the house and enjoy our lunch in the beautiful grounds.

From there it was only a short ride to the Stoke Row Motor Show; yet 
again, we were warmly welcomed and allocated our own parking area.  
Clive Brooks was interviewed by their MC and explained our tour for 
all present. There were many and various interesting cars on display 
including racing cars and a couple of MCR members to talk to.
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Tour Group photo in front of Nuffield House

Terry Schraider’s 1967 Cooper S was driven 
by his son Mark and daughter Heather
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Back again on our tour, every Mini left the arena 
through the straw bales start line (again at 1 
minute intervals), travelling through Goring, 
back over the Thames, up the steep Streatly 
Hill to Westridge Green and Aldworth, home 
of the Aldworth giants (said to be life size 
representations of the De la Beche family 
members) all over seven feet tall. Then it was 
on to Yattendon where a big decision had to be 
made – through the ford at Bucklebury? Not in 
your Mini? Then an alternative route was given. 
Next on to the Roman village of Silchester, 
driving along the side of the Roman Wall to 
Bramley, Sherfield before going on to Loddon, 
Rothwick and Newnham.

Our final welcome was at the Raven Hotel 
in Hook where we enjoyed a drink and (for 
some of us) a meal.

A very long, hot and enjoyable day was had 
by all. 

So, thank you to Terry, Helen and Clive for 
your hard work. It was lovely to catch up 
and chat with everyone and wish them a safe 
journey home.

Melanie Brooks

Colin Woodage in his car 
and without a navigator

Roy Gudge did tour without a navigator

John and Caroline Lennox

Robert and Annette Clayson

Julie and Mark Highfield

Lorranie Hampson and Russell Fauell

Ian and Gail Beaton
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The Sherborne Classic and Super Cars Show
By Guy Smith

EVENTS

was the gathering of predominantly ex-Works Rally cars, organised 
by Abingdon ex-Works rally driver Brian Culcheth and given the nice 
weather, his display was well supported with a great selection and 
variety of cars.

The Paddy Hopkirk Legend was in attendance, and he had been ‘put 
on display’ in a tent, alongside his original 33 EJB, brought to the show 
all the way from the British Motor Museum in Gaydon which was a 
surprising and welcome treat. We have all grown so used to seeing 
Paddy’s very nice replica, but it was nice to be reminded what a 
wonderful time warp the original car is, complete with those wonderful 
patina rally plates. I hope that this is a sign that Gaydon have mellowed 
and are now more prepared to let the car out so that we can all see 
and enjoy it.

On the other side of the tent from EJB, Paddy was displayed in all his 
glory, and he seems to be likewise in quite good condition, appearing 
to still have his original sills as well! Joking apart, it was really nice to see 
them both together again. I ribbed him for being Exhibit number two, 
which he took in good humour and, after all, it was for charity, which 
put a nice complexion on the day.

Paddy was in good company as Bill Price, ex BMC Competitions deputy 
manager was there, along with Ron Crellin, an ex BMC co-driver, and 
Brian Culcheth obviously. So, there were plenty of great people to talk 
to and lots of photo opportunities to be had with them all.

There were a few Minis in attendance, of the usual variety. John 
McIntosh’s replica of JBL 495D was of note, on which he had burnt 
the midnight oil for some months readying it for the Minis to the Alps 
trip in September (after 25 years of inactivity). It wasn’t quite still wet 
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The Sherborne Classic Car Show in Dorset was organised as a 
charitable event by the local Rotary Club and which went off well, 

given it clashed with both the World Cup, and the Men’s Singles final at 
Wimbledon, it was surprisingly well attended.

The fact that it was also a ‘Supercar’ show as well as a classic car show, 
rather took the edge off it for me personally. Since, when you have 
seen one bright yellow Ferrari, you have seen them all! And why it 
seems compulsory to rev the nuts off them while stationary, I can never 
get my head round. Anyway, part of the ‘classic car attractions’ for me 

Brian Culcheth reunited with the last Works Mini entered in 
an international rally by BLMC and driven by Brian in Australia 
just before the Competitions Dept was closed down

Brian back in the driver’s seat of RJB after 
last sitting in it over 37 years ago!
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paint, but not far off. Then URX 550G had 
come over just for the show from Belgium, 
owned by club member Jim Wirtz, and it 
was the first time I had the opportunity of 
seeing it in the metal. Paul Sulma had also 
brought along RJB 327F, which drew attention 
from Brian Culcheth, being a car in which 
he had rallied in Australia. I studied it in 
some detail, and was pleased to see a good 
number of original Works features still on 
it and in particular a genuine Works wiring 
loom. Paddy/Mini Sport had also brought 
along 6 EMO, which looked like it had been 
spruced up somewhat after its recent rallying 
and modifications to represent 33 EJB in the 
Monte Carlo advert film produced by BMW. 
Not a Works car as such, but indeed a car 
with a wonderful Paddy history.

The weather gods were kind to us and the 
venue was buzzing with lots of people. But 
with the large numbers attending they had, 
however, entirely overwhelmed the catering 
facilities, which resulted in monstrous queues 
for food around the middle of the day. And 
being so hot, many stalls had even run out of 
bottled water.

The organisers had laid out a sort of circuit 
tour round the grounds of some of the 
display cars, which gave the Supercar boys 
another opportunity to rev their cars to 
near bursting. They might just as well have 
thrown twenty pound notes out of the 
windows! The commentary by Graham 
Robson and others was of excellent quality 
and well-informed.

My favourite car of the day (apart from 33 
EJB) had to be a 1904 Maudslay 60HP Sports 
car, all 9 litres of it, with a wicker back end 
and a huge sun umbrella. Evidently, this was 
the first overhead camshaft engine ever 
built, with cams that swung away to enable 5 
minute valve changes without any re- setting 
or adjustment. It was so far ahead of its time 
that it could teach modern manufacturers a 
thing or two! The owner sat with it running, 
and it melted me far more than the blazing 
hot temperatures! Mind you, even idling, it 
was probably burning fifty pound notes not 
twenties! In my view, you can keep all your 
Lambos and Maseratis, they are for shopping! 
Get a Maudslay! What a car!

Guy Smith

Paddy Hopkirk 
reunited with his 
original Monte 
winning car 33 EJB

My favourite car 
of the day the 
Maudslay 60hp 9 
litre Sports car

Bill Price, Paddy Hopkirk 
and Ron Crellin by John 
McIntosh's freshly finished 
Works Mini replica

Bill Price with Paddy Hopkirk 

John McIntosh driving his Works replica 
around the Sherborne show parade lap



Mintex Rally Preview
By Peter Scott

EVENTS

interviews with drivers, with myself and former Works Rootes driver Robin 
Eyre-Maunsell on the microphones. On the Saturday morning the convoy of 
cars depart on a tour of iconic rally venues, which for the Bath event include 
Longleat, Wiscombe Park and the Porlock Toll Road. In Yorkshire Harewood 
House, Bowling Park in Bradford, Esholt Waste Treatment works, and Bramham 
Park are among the locations visited. The final event will be a sumptuous rally 
banquet in the hotel’s main dining room.

Anyone interested in either going on the reserve list for Bath or entering the 
Yorkshire event should contact Tim Nash on 07860 462138 or  
tim@lombardrallybath.co.uk

Peter Scott

The two pictures here are of Andy Harrison, proprietor of 
Acespeed in Shipley and successful Historic Mini racing driver, 

were taken at Leeds East Airfield, the former RAF base called 
Church Fenton, during a Press Day for the Mintex Rally Yorkshire 
2019, which takes place from 26th  to 28th April 2019.  The car 
Andy was driving is a rather famous Mini, being the 1974 Welsh 
Rally winning Cooper S of another famous race driver, Barrie 
Williams, which is looked after by Harrison. What is the Mintex 
Rally Yorkshire? Well, the first thing to note is that it isn’t a rally, but 
is a social weekend based in the Principal Hotel, York and includes 
a tour of some of the famous Mintex and RAC Rally stages of the 
seventies and early eighties and two special dinners. 

The organiser of the event is Bristol businessman Tim Nash 
who comes from a famous rallying family, assisted by me Peter 
Scott. Both of us have many Mini Cooper connections. Tim’s late 
brother Tony was Paddy Hopkirk’s last co-driver in the Works Mini 
Clubman XJB 308H and I started my rally navigating career in the 
mid-sixties in a Mini Cooper before moving onto a Cooper S.

The Yorkshire event is the second in the series, the first being the 
Lombard Rally Bath taking place in October this year. Both events 
run to a similar format. The Bath event, which is based in the 5* 
Bath Spa Hotel and runs on the weekend of 19th to 21st October 
2018, received a capacity entry of 117 of the finest Historic rally 
cars in the UK within weeks of entries opening including three Mini 
Clubman 1275GTs and five Cooper Ss, one being 3000 KV. 

Other entries include three Audi Quattros, six Lancia Stratos, two 
Alpine Renault A110 and a Lancia 037, and many being ex-Works 
cars. Many famous drivers are  also attending including Dessie 
McCartney from Northern Ireland, one of two rallying brothers 
who had huge success in the sixties in various Mini Cooper Ss, 
including in the ex-Works Acropolis winning LRX 830E. The 
entrants will start to arrive at the respective headquarters hotels 
from mid-afternoon on the Friday and that evening will feature 
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John Aley
By Peter Barker

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

One of the very first people to race a Mini at international level, John 
Aley had considerable front wheel drive experience by the time 

the little car was introduced in 1959, and achieved instant success. This 
interview was recorded in 2004.

“I had been active in motorsport since I bought my first car in 1947. By 
the mid 1950s I was competing in my HRG (a sports car based upon 
pre-war engineering and design thinking) having had a series of clapped 
out MGs before that. The HRG was a great car but it was something of 
an all-rounder. Motor racing, to which I aspired, was becoming more 
specialized. As a penniless schoolmaster (John taught English at the 
time) I was unable to enter club racing – there was just no money in it. 
However, I realized that I could go two stages further and started racing 
at international level. At this level there were races throughout Europe 
and, most importantly, manufacturers and component suppliers would 
pay bonuses for a class or outright win. I decided that the way to go 
was saloon car racing. This was seen as a bit of a joke at the time, as 
real men raced sports cars not dumpy little saloons. I liked small saloon 
cars and needed to be involved in a sport that offered financial rewards 
as I didn’t have substantial money of my own.

I went to a talk by Denis Jenkinson who really enthused me and told 
me about the saloon car racing scene in Europe. Little Fiats raced 
round Monza, small Citroens circulated at Spa and a tuned Panhard 
held the class record at Le Mans. Clearly great things could be done in 
a small car.

Through the Cambridge Car Club I got to know Marcus Chambers, 
BMC’s first Competitions Manager, and assisted him in running 
a team for his endurance record attempt with an Austin A35 at 
Montlhery in 1957. As a matter of interest, we managed to average 
75mph for seven days and nights in this tiny car. I was racing a little 
750cc Renault at the time, another beautiful car, and Marcus gave 
us three black A35s as a reward. We ran them as the ‘Cambridge 
Racing Team’ and had some good results. The A35 was in effect a 
miniature ‘big car’ complete with in-line engine, prop shaft and a 
primitive rear suspension. It did not handle well and could easily be 
persuaded to lift one wheel if not two. So long as there was one 
front wheel on the road to steer with, and one rear wheel to drive 
with, it would still go, especially as we welded up the diffs. We raced 
the A35s for the 1958, ’59 and ’60 seasons.

When the Mini was introduced in 1959 I was immediately impressed. 
It seemed square, honest and well thought out. I liked the way that 
everything turned the same way: crankshaft, gearbox and road wheels 
all revolved in the same direction. I bought one for the road, one 
of the very first made and had it registered JRA85 using my initials. 
It was woefully underdeveloped; the first owners had to do BMC’s 
development for them. The exhaust fell off, the rear brakes locked 
up as there was no pressure-limiting valve and the fuel pump would 
stop working any time it felt like it. You had to get out and whack it 
with a piece of wood to get it going again. One or two people tried 
to compete with the car in 1959 but it was far from sorted-out and, 
anyway, the average club driver was used to rear wheel drive and 
couldn’t drive it! I had owned a Citroen Light 15 and a DKW both of 
which were front wheel drive so I knew how to make the Mini go.

During 1960 the international regulations were changed. The FIA 
enforced the new Appendix J, as the Technical Regulations were 
called, and cars had to race under what was called Group 2. This 
meant that a car had to use its original components but those 
components could be modified. For the Mini this meant that we 
had to use a single small carburetor, the standard camshaft and the 
standard cylinder head. As I could no longer use the A35, since it 
would have been uncompetitive in Group 2 form, I took the Mini to 
Don Moore and told him to do his best. Don did a fantastic job with 
the result that when I turned up to my first race, the International 
Trophy at Silverstone in May, ‘Doc’ Shepherd and I were first and 
second in class in our Minis after just one practice session. In the 

race we ran away from the others in the one-litre class and gave 
the Mini its first class placings in an international race. We achieved 
some great publicity for the little car although it was still seen as 
something of a joke by the professional racers of the day.

For instance, the British Grand Prix meeting held at Silverstone in 
July 1960 featured a celebrity Mini race for Formula One drivers. 
They were organized into a grid and the flag dropped. Some started 
backwards, most larked around and although the resulting publicity was 
greatly to BMC’s liking, it didn’t do much good as an advertisement for 
the racing abilities of the Mini.

For 1961 the English Championship also came under Group 
2 regulations so the Minis cleaned up again as they were well 
developed by this stage. Daniel Richmond of Downton Engineering 
had been racing his 850 Mini, UHR 850 during the previous year. 
He had the most creative attitude towards the Group 2 regulations. 
For instance, he would allegedly re-forge the Mini’s inlet valves 
using the original metal, but spreading the valve head to achieve 
a larger diameter. He therefore gained airflow when the port was 
opened out to match it. He also claimed to be able to re-profile the 
standard 850 camshaft lobes to the shape of the much hotter 948 
camshaft. However, we suspected that he just went out and bought 
a 948 ‘shaft! Don Moore wouldn’t do any of those things and so his 
engines were a bit slower yet more reliable as was proved by John 
Whitmore and I taking the first two places in the class and John 
becoming national champion.

1961 bought in the Mini Cooper and JRA 85 was fitted with a 997 
Cooper engine and brakes to match the opposition. Don Moore 
did a superb job with the 997 Cooper engine, working on it to 
enhance the torque output rather than going for revs. He and 
Daniel Richmond understood the strengths of the new engine and 
in many ways I preferred it to the later 998cc unit. In those early 
days there wasn’t the range of final drive ratios later homologated 
for the Cooper S and so a high-revving engine was often slower 
than a torquey one because it was less tolerant of imperfect gearing. 
I parted company with Don Moore during the 1961 season as he 
was unable to cure an overheating problem with my engine and so 
I went to New Zealander Frank Hamlin for my future work. Frank 
is still into Minis to this day (2004) and was recently New Zealand’s 
Mini racing champion aged 74!

Later, in the 1960s, I took the Mini to France to enter it in the Paris Cup 
at Montlhery, a French Championship meeting. After one day’s practice 
I was on pole position in JRA 85. This was too much for the French, 
particularly as the organizing club’s president was also a director of 
Renault. Overnight top French racer Jean Vinatier suddenly appeared at 
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the front of the grid in a factory prepared Renault Dauphine without 
any evidence of qualifying. At the start of the race the flag was raised 
and Vinatier (plus most of the other French drivers) left the line 
before it fell. As a sensible English racer I waited until the flag was 
down before I started and then set my mind to catching the pack. 
At the end of the last lap I managed to pass Vinatier on a particularly 
twisty bit of track and crossed the finishing line before him. The 
French crowd had changed sides and were ecstatic, they always did 
like a winner.

I continued with the Cooper for 1963 and entered the European 
Championship where I won my class. During 1964 Ken Tyrrell took 
over running the Cooper team in Europe and gave the Works drive 
to Warwick Banks. The whole atmosphere became much more 
cut-throat and protests were used to ensure winning positions for 
the Coopers. JRA couldn’t be kept going any longer and I sold it to 
buy a 1275 Cooper S. Somehow this didn’t seem the same and it 
actually threw a rod during its first race, at the Nurburgring. We 
rebuilt it and entered it for the 24 hour at Spa but it overheated 
within half an hour and I was back in the pits. I experimented with a 
970S at Spa in 1965 driving for Team VDS and I won the prestigious 
Kings Cup Team Prize but the 970S had a disappointing lack of 
torque and wouldn’t pull the skin off a rice pudding. We actually 
took the long straight in third gear as it went slightly faster.

My racing of Minis continued on and off until the end of the 1966 
season when I misguidedly decided that the car had had its day and 
switched to Fiat. I raced their little Abarth model and won the class 
in the European Championship once again in 1967. In 1972 I came 
to the conclusion that it was time to quit racing, yet continue my 
involvement with motorsport as a whole.

In 1964 I started Aleybars, a firm that was the first to offer 
rollcages for saloon cars. We made some of our bars out of 
aircraft grade aluminium alloy that was specified for us by the lab 
at Cambridge University. One of our operatives was an excellent 
welder and was able to make a good job of alloy welding, not the 
easiest of tasks. Paddy Hopkirk was the first professional driver to 
fit a rollbar to his Works Mini (after a nasty accident on the Circuit 
of Ireland rally where he filed the roof of his Cooper S away 
after inverting it on a particularly fast stage). The three-point bar 
subsequently fitted to his car weighed only 5lbs but it promoted 
the sales of rollbars for the Mini and we all made money from it. 
We introduced four-point bars and then six-point bars as time 
went by. Eventually Aleybars was sold to the employees including 
Brian Wilkinson who left and started Safety Devices. Alloy cages 
were eventually phased out as they were much more difficult to 
produce than steel ones.

The early days of the Mini accessory business were great: the 
various people were all amiable rogues with a racing background. 
I once had to bail Terry Hunter out of jail in Norwich because of 
some business irregularity. Gordon Spice and I went round all the 
tuning shops in England levering donations from the proprietors 
until we had enough money to secure his release. As time went by 
however, it all became too serious and no longer fun.

I really enjoyed my time in saloon car racing, particularly the early 
days. People raced for the love of the sport back then and certainly 
didn’t expect to make a fortune from it.”

© Peter Barker 2018
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Book Review − Depart d’Ecosse By Douglas Anderson 

This is a lovely coffee table book dedicated to the Scottish connection with the 
Monte Carlo Rally and in particular the reinstating of the Glasgow start for the 

current Monte Carlo Historic rally.

It is eloquently written by rally enthusiast Douglas Anderson who as a young boy, 
was captivated by the Monte Carlo Rally starting in his home town – latterly he 
was determined to bring the Monte back to Scotland.

The book is beautifully illustrated with some superb photography capturing the 
spirit of the Ecosse start by Stewart Ramsay. The story of how Douglas and his 
small team made the start in Scotland a reality shows determination and the 
enthusiasm few have. Stories of how Douglas, bitten by the Monte bug, started 
his long journey to make this happen by entering the MCR’s first Minis to Monte 
run and from then on, there was no stopping him. 

The history of contenders who over time departed from Scotland on their epic 
journey, just to get to Monte Carlo in the height of winter, is a good read, as are 
stories of current competitors who undertook, with little experience in some 
case, their Monte Historique experiences departing from Scotland. Rosemary 
Smith also contributed with her story of Monte’s past departing from Scotland 
and Paddy Hopkirk wrote the forward.

The book is a good read with over 155 large format pages and many lovely photos 
that makes a different take on the usual Monte Carlo reports. For those interested 
in the Monte Carlo Rally and the Monte Historique in particular the book is a 
must. The book, produced in 2014, covers the preceding four years of Monte 
Historiques that started from Scotland and is now offered to MCR members at the 
much reduced price of £10 including postage direct from Douglas Anderson – and 
at that price it’s an absolute bargain. Get it before they are all gone.

Robert Young

Depart d’Ecosse
By Douglas Anderson

Available direct from Douglas Anderson  
[dglanderson1@yahoo.co.uk]
ISBN: 978-1-908931-57-3
£39.99 reduced to £10 incl. p&p for MCR members in UK
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Corrections and clarifications 

At a recent Prescott where I was competing, sorry not in a 
Mini, a fellow competitor gave me a copy of the July edition of 
CooperWorld as an old photograph of Mike Wood and I was 
shown as part of an article written by Mike Wood. I appreciate that 
we looked like we had just emerged out of a private viewing of a 
horror film, this was actually taken the evening before  the start of 
the 1964  Spa Sofia Liege Rally and just after I had returned from 
a recce of the European sections of the Liege with Aaltonen in a 
prototype hydrolastic Mini Cooper S.
  
However, Mike had made a few omissions which I guess many 
Mini enthusiasts would appreciate hearing about. Mike said 
that he competed in the 1962 RAC Rally in a Mini. This was my 
997 Mini supplied by Tillotson’s where Mike worked though 
registered in Dundee as Tillotson’s ,who were big BMC truck 
dealers, had a branch. We did finish that event which I think was 
the first RAC Rally where Forestry Commission special stages 
were extensively used.

Mike mentions that I was offered a Works car for the Liege 
because of my performance on the 1964 Tour de France Auto. 
Though that was a contributing factor, the main reason was that I 
had won a Coupe on the Alpine Rally in June of 1964. Unlike Tony 
Fall in 1965, this was not my first Alpine as I had also competed 
on the 1963 event as well, though we, that is my co-driver Allan 
Cooke who was a Director of Tillotson, where Mike Wood and 
Brian Redman also worked, did not have any route notes or pace 
notes of any kind for both the 1963 and 1964 Alpine Rallies. In 
the 1963 event I used a 1071S which was supplied by another 

Burnley dealer though taxed by Chequered Flag (long story).
We did not gain a Coupe as we lost two minutes on the Allos 
during a thunderstorm though we did finish 2nd in class to Rauno 
Aaltonen. We were the first car after the Coupe winners and also 
won the Group One category, second was Henry Greder in a 
Ford Falcon.

On the 1964 Alpine we used a 1275 S supplied by Tillotson and 
again registered at their Dundee branch. That year there were 
only three BMC Coupes - Don Morley in a Healey 3000 and 
Rauno and me in 1275 S Minis. We were also second in the class 
to Rauno again! Minis won the team prize though ‘our’ team was 
the BMC’s second team. My entry was a true private entry with 
no Works support whatsoever. However, during the event I did 
start to receive support from the service crews as the Works cars 
lost their Coupe’s.

In some books, written by people who should have known better, 
it was recorded that I did not finish the Tour de France Auto 
whereas, I did finish and also was first in the up to 1300 class in 
the same Mini as the Alpine, and my co-driver on this event was 
Johnstone Syer.  
 
John Wadsworth 
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Without trying to sound sexist, it’s a pretty 
fair assessment to state that a generation 

or three of lads grew up grasping the likes of a 
favourite Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox or the more 
obscure Crescent diecast toys to play with and 
amuse themselves in their youngster years. 
Potentially, these were bashed and crashed to 
oblivion and possibly ended their days buried in 
the back garden sandpit, or in a tub of play worn 
diecasts and other toys.

Of course Dinky, under the auspices of Hornby’s 
famous Meccano Ltd, was the early leader in British 
diecast toys with Mettoy/Playcraft’s Corgi and 
Lesney’s Matchbox arriving on the scene some 20 
years later during the 1950s. The new competition 
upped the ante for the next decade or so, with 
more realistic features such as windows, opening 
components, working suspension and steering to 
make for a pretty competitive market, and to attract 
sales from the pocket money set, or as a special 
treat from parents or grandparents if you were 
good! Yes, who would have thought a child could be 
blackmailed with a diecast toy? Well, me for one.
 
As the hot competition amongst each diecast 
maker grew, it was a smart marketing ploy 
to publish the annual catalogues, showing the 
current ranges and upcoming new offerings. 
Inspiration indeed for young enthusiasts to build 
a collection and, in fact by the mid-60s, that 
inspiration was also focussed on more mature 
enthusiasts. The colourful artwork in the 
catalogues depicted anything from vintage cars, 
period road and racing cars, buses, lorries, fire, 
military or even pop culture inspired themes – 
such as James Bond or The Thunderbirds. 

Of course Minis played a large part in the diecast 
world, but it will come as no great surprise 

OLD STUFF − Stephen Dalton

The 1950s Cooper Bristols from 
Dinky (light green), a boxed rare 
Crescent version. Both form 
part of a series each maker had 
of contemporary 1/43 scale 
(approx) 1950s sports and racing 
cars. Thrown in is a blatant 
later (dark green) copy of the 
Crescent. Ironically branded 
‘Copycat’ on the base plate.

Two Hong Kong made, 1/32 
scale (approx) friction drive 
plastic Cooper Climax from 
Empire/Marx (red boxed) and 
possibly a Woolbro brand, 
although the base plate on the 
green car just states ‘Cooper 
No141 Made in Hong Kong’. 

1965 Corgi catalogue chock full of a huge array of diecast toys for many young enthusiasts to wish for.  
These pages just the tip of the iceberg and show the Hopkirk/ Liddon 1964 Monte Carlo winning Cooper S 33 EJB.
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that the main objective of this short piece is to 
showcase miniature Cooper racing cars from the 
toy generation.
 
Even though I mentioned a few issues back that 
literature, such as old race programmes and old 
magazines are the flavour of my more recent 
collecting focus, model cars have indeed played 
their part in fuelling the collecting habit since 
childhood. Not that too many necessarily survived 
in good condition with younger siblings and mum 
giving some away. Although perhaps ironically two 
Coopers (the Dinky light green Cooper Bristol & 
Corgi blue Cooper Maserati) from my late dad, 
can still be found in the display case.

To help justify tooling costs, most makers made 
quite lengthy runs for their releases and also 
made quite liberal interpretations to update 
them over time, be it by varying colour schemes, 
wheel types or packaging – that could even mean 
inclusion in one of the expensive ‘Gift Sets’.

Far more serious model collectors than me 
will have hunted out the various iterations of 
each model. However, despite often thousand 
upon thousands of each of the popular brands 
sent around the world for distribution and sale, 
if the first owner was a youngster, packaging 
was usually soon discarded. So 'Mint Boxed' as 
has become the term in the collectors’ world, 
sometimes means having to pay premiums just 
for the box or packaging. Such is the collecting 
bug! But it also means fake boxes have been 
remade too. 

Of course, not all toys were diecast metal: 
injection moulded plastic became popular and 
pressed tinplate toys were about before diecast 
and plastic became the popular methods of 
production for many toy makers. Shown in 
this feature are some plastic and tinplate cars 
formed in the shape of the Surbiton racing car 
that so successfully gave motor racing the rear 
engine revolution.

Stephen Dalton

A variety of early and late 1960s Cooper Climax and Cooper Maserati from Dinky, Corgi and even a French Solido (green / yellow nose). 
The dark blue Cooper Maserati V12 based on Rob Walker’s private team car for Jo Siffert. 

Before diecast started 
to dominate the toy 
scene, tinplate was 
quite popular, although 
a relatively expensive 
process. This friction 
drive ‘Grand Prix 
Racer’ is clearly based 
on a Cooper Climax 
by the Japanese maker 
Tomiyama. 

Perhaps one step 
up from a toy, J & R 
Randall’s 1/32 scale 
‘Merit’ model kit of a 
1956 Cooper Mk IX. 
Shown in ‘as sold’ kit, 
plus built up form. 
Again, this is from 
a series of sports 
and racing car kits 
produced by Randall’s. 



TECHNICAL TOPICS −

What are ‘Super Fuels’ and what do they do apart from costing 
more at the pump? The two leading brands of Super Fuels 

on the market in the UK at the moment are Shell V-Power and 
BP Ultimate. Both of these suppliers are leading multinational oil 
companies, who spend millions of pounds or dollars developing fuel 
and oil products.

They also supply regular non-super branded fuels, to compete on price 
with other companies and the supermarkets. To find out what these 
fuels are trying to achieve we need to look at the engine components 
affecting engine performance and hence emissions.

The inlet valve is an important engine component, letting in the air/fuel 
mixture. The shape of the back of an inlet valve, and the valve seat, as 
any engine tuner will tell you, is critical to getting the air/fuel mixture 
in, especially at small amounts of valve lift. Getting a good flow is what 
defines good engine performance, and more complete combustion with 
better emissions.

However, when the back of the inlet valve carbons up, the carbon 
deposits slow the air/fuel mixture going into the combustion chamber 
(see Figure 1), thus reducing top end engine performance caused by 
incomplete combustion. In the ‘old days’, when the mixture was not as 
precisely controlled, it was common to ‘de-coke’ engines on a regular 
basis in order to get rid of this build up of carbon.  

With fuel injection engines it is the injector nozzle tip sitting in the 
combustion chamber that can also coke up (see Figure 2). This coking 
has the effect of restricting the fuel flow and interrupting the fuel 
spray pattern. Again, this all leads to incomplete combustion, poor 
performance, and higher emission levels on high mileage engines.

When carbon forms in the combustion area, it leads to the build up 
of carbon nodules which will form local hot spots. Pistons will, at 

the same time, also get coated with carbon, which in turn promotes 
ring and piston wear. Computer-controlled engine management 
systems in modern cars closely control the amount of fuel needed 
for combustion under any speed or load combination. This is a great 
improvement over carburettors and distributor systems of old, but it 
is not the complete solution to maintaining efficient long term peak 
engine performance, as fuel has its part to play.

Super Fuels, besides being high octane, contain additives to prevent 
carbon deposits forming, which is critical to maintaining engine 
performance. These additives can also help to remove existing carbon 
deposits as well. When the majority of engines changed over from 
carburettors to injectors, under pressure from emissions regulations, 
nozzle coking was identified as the next big problem. Engines would 
pass emission tests on leaving the factory but could subsequently fail 
MOT emissions in later life, and the fuel companies had to come up 
with a solution.

The Super Fuels were developed incorporating additives to help 
prevent and remove built-up deposits that have already formed on 
the intake valves and/or fuel injector nozzles, helping to maintain 
engine performance. The idea is to keep valves, injectors and 
combustion surfaces as clean as possible. These fuels are also able 
to absorb a certain amount of carbon deposits as they pass through 
the engine.

From experience on my Mk 2 Cooper S I know, on strip down, using 
Super Fuel leaves clean combustion surfaces, especially the backs of the 
inlet valves. For my daily drive I run a diesel Audi which in an earlier life 
was fed supermarket diesel. When the car was taken for its MOT, the 
emissions’ smoke reading on the opacity meter was a 1.43m ˉ ¹, which 
was almost a failure, and it cost me a new EGR (exhaust gas reticulating) 
valve which had clogged up. However, a diet of Super Fuel reduced the 
smoke reading by a factor of 10 and ensured subsequent regular MOT 
emissions’ passes.

Now, these fuels cost a bit more, and currently some 5% more 
than standard fuel. However, apart from the upside of better 
performance (or should I say ‘as new’ performance), they will deliver 
better fuel consumption. You will need to use two to three tanks full 
to get maximum benefit from changing over to Super Fuel but you 
will get a benefit.

Over the past five years, I have monitored the fuel consumption of 
my Audi to give me a direct comparison between previous super 
market fuel and current Super Fuel usage. The result has been a 5-10% 
decrease in fuel consumption. This is particularly noticeable on long 
motorway journeys or slower ‘A’ roads where the engine runs at rated 
temperature for long periods of time. On balance, I would say the extra 
cost of the fuel pays for itself. Super Fuels will not in themselves give 
you extra performance, but they will reduce the engine’s performance 
deteriorating over time.

Keeping fresh fuel in the car is also important, especially on 
engines with carburettors. These cars have fuel tanks that vent to 
atmosphere and the light volatiles evaporate off over time. So, if 
your old Mini is stored over winter, it is a good idea to keep the 
minimum of fuel in the tank and then add some fresh fuel when 
starting it up in the spring. This also applies to lawnmowers, etc. 
Fuel companies also change their fuel formulations about twice a 
year to give a winter and summer mix, so it pays to get the right 
fuel for the time of year. These changes usually happen about March 
and October.

Fuel is one of those consumable items that tends to be bought on price 
unless you are a racer. However, your daily runner and classic will 
benefit from the better stuff, so give it a try.

Richard Pengelly ©

By Richard Pengelly
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Super Fuels

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Oulton Park MINI Festival - 21st July 2018
By David Young

COMPETITION

Qualifying

Rob Smith left it until the very last lap to claim his first pole position of the 
year, feeling at home with the car after a win last time out at Silverstone. 
The session was red flagged twice, causing an unwelcome interruption as 
well as tyre issues. David Robinson was also very quick and would have 
been on pole but had his best time removed for track limits. Nine cars 
out of 27 had times taken away for this reason, so David had to settle for 
P2. Rory Cuff was on fire with great pace in P3, with Nathan Harrison 
just getting the better of Jack Davidson and Ant Worton-Eales.

Guest drivers faired well, clearly taking care not to upset any front 
Championship contenders, with Paul O’Neill in P8 and Rob Collard in 
front of his son Jordan in P10. There were just 6 seconds between the 
first and last car, showing what close racing the JCW class delivers.

JCW Class

P1 Rob Smith

P2 David Robinson

P3 Rory Cuff

Race 1

Rob Smith with a lights-to-flag victory made it look too easy with his 
smooth driving style and race experience showing all behind the way to 
win races. Following on from the win at Silverstone, Rob was very happy 
with the balance of the car and his confidence with. MINI UK had, at last, 
got the car sorted to Rob’s liking. Rob had managed the start well and 
pulled away from the rest of the field. He had to ease off with his tyres 
going off and the track rubbering up, allowing David Robinson to stay in 
touch. Ant Whorton Eales was also finding the pace along with Nathan 
Harrison and Jordan Collard who were all within tenths of each other as 
they crossed the line at the chequered flag. Paul O’Neill was in P6, some 
10 seconds behind the leading group of cars. Rory Cuff, Lewis Brown, 
George Sutton and Luke Reade rounded off the top 10 places, with 
Jordan Collard getting the fastest lap in P5. No red flags, no safety car 
laps, just great racing.

JCW Class

P1 Rob Smith

P2 David Robinson

P3 Ant Whorton-Eales

JCWs coming into Lodge Corner

Paul O’Neill coming into Lodge Corner

Rob Smith on his way to fastest lap and pole position

Rob Smith, victory in sight

Rob Smith being hounded by David Robinson
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Race 2

The reverse grid for the first 8 places put the cat among the pigeons. 
Lewis Brown was on pole, Ant was on P6 just behind Nathan Harrison, 
Jordan Collard and Paul O’Neill. David Robinson and Rob Smith were 
next up. Could Rob make it three wins in a row? Lewis got a great start 
as did Paul O’Neill (probably thinking he could win this!).

Lewis lost the back end of his JCW going into Cascades and had to let a 
lot of cars pass - he later retired with overheating issues. This jumbled 
the field up and Ant came out in the lead. Jordan Collard was pushing like 
mad and got the lead only to be struck by gearbox issues – this handed 
back the lead to Ant and let Nathan Harrison and David Robinson push 
for the next three places. The front four pulled away from the rest of the 
field as the race settled down into a good clean race. At the chequered 
flag Ant crossed first followed by David Robinson; Nathan Harrison 
completed the podium with Rob Smith having to settle for P4 and 
quickest lap. Rob’s Championship was coming alive at last.

JCW Class

P1 Ant Whorton Eales

P2 David Robinson

P3 Nathan Harrison

MINI CHALLENGE Cooper and S class
Cooper Qualifying - Bright and Dry

The sun was shining and 16 MINI Coopers were all set to go. Back 
from a break with Eurotech/Wix was Martin Poole, determined to 
show Kyle Reid he is no walk over. The 4th lap of 7 laps was the quick 
one for both of these guys, but Martin left it until the last minute to put 
in his quick one,0 .046 from Kyle.  Robbie Dalgleish and Toby Goodman 
were both using all the track (and beyond) to get in some very quick 
times. Seven cars had their times withdrawn due to exceeding track 
limits - perhaps they were all trying a little too hard. 

In the Am class Andy Godfrey, Neal Clarke and Alex Nevill were hard at 
it, getting faster and faster as their tyres came in and the track rubbered 
up. Gary Papworth joined in with them but was just off their pace.

Pro Class Am Class

P1 Martin Poole Andy Godfrey

P2 Kyle Reid Neal Clarke

P3 Robbie Dalgleish Alex Nevill

Cooper Race 1 - Bright and Dry

Martin Poole on was Pole, but would he beat Kyle Reid off the line? 
Nope, Kyle got the jump and drove a superb race, staying in front of 
Martin by Old Hall corner. Meanwhile, Robbie Dalgleish was staying 
in touch with them both, overtaking Martin on the fourth lap. Robbie 
stayed so close to Kyle, a tyre banging wing mirror tapping race down 
Hill Top into Hislops, with Kyle leaving Robbie to take the lead only 
to lose it again in the same place next lap. Kyle thought he had done 
enough to take the chequered flag. Unfortunately, due to exceeding 
track limits, Kyle was handed a 5-second penalty, all the way down to 
4th place. Rules are rules and he was warned. The win was given to 
Robbie, P2 to Martin and P3 Toby Goodman.

Brad Hutchinson pushing hard at Hislops

Paul O’Neil, “I can win this”

Ant Whorton-Eales, Jordan Collard and  
Nathan Harrison at Dear Leap

Martin Poole, the start of a great race day

The Pro Class lead by Kyle Reid
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In the Am class, Andy Godfrey was on fire, a great start and lights to 
flag. He just kept his head down with Alex Neville and Gary Papworth 
in line astern, followed by Adrian Norman and Neil Clarke. Neil had a 
grass track moment at Hislops undoing all his hard work, but a great 
race to watch, a very exciting nine laps, all over too soon!

Pro Class Am Class

P1 Robbie Dalgleish Andy Godfrey

P2 Martin Poole Alex Nevill

P3 Toby Goodman Gary Papworth

Cooper Race 2 - Bright and Dry

Last race and no red flags, no rain. What a great end to the MINI 
Festival races with a reverse grid, just to mix things up a bit. Due to 
the 5 second penalty handed to Kyle, the reverse grid draw, being top 
4 places reversed, gave him pole position. Perfect he thought. Next to 
him was Toby Goodman on P2 followed by Martin Poole and Robbie 
Dalgleish. Am class had Adrian Norman on Pole followed by Gary 
Papworth, Alex Nevill and then Andy Godfrey. Kyle led from lights to 
the red flag on the 6th lap. Neil Clarke had upended his car causing the 
race to be red flagged and, being so near the end of the race, it was a 
chequered flag too. P1 to Kyle and P2 to Martin, P3 to Robbie and P4 

to Toby Goodman. In Am class, Andy Godfrey fought his way through 
to P2 but left it too late to reel in Alex Nevill. Great to watch although 
it was a bit sad to see the only racing red flag of the day.

Pro Class Am Class

P1 Robbie Dalgleish Andy Godfrey

P2 Martin Poole Alex Nevill

P3 Toby Goodman Gary Papworth
 

Cooper S Qualifying - Bright and Dry

There were only 10 cars out this time, with Stuart Lane and Tim Bill 
not running.

No surprises however, with Will Fairclough having both of his quickest 
laps being the top 2 quickest. Rob Austin, trying like mad to put in a 
good time, managed P2 on his last lap. Tom Halliwell, a guest driver 
running in Stuart Lane’s car, with Aaron Reeve Motorsport, was 
having the time of his life in P3. Stuart McLaren, running the ex-Andy 
Montgomery R53 S, despite having brake issues, managed to beat Andy, 
who was down in P6 with Kevin (No8) Owen keeping the two apart. 

Jono Davis was having issues with his car’s ‘Cat’, only managing two 
timed laps. He had a fight on his hands to get the car ready for the first 
race at midday.
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Kyle Reid and Robbie Dalgleish 
Elbows and wheel banging

Andy Godfrey P1 in Am Class

Martin Poole leading the rest 
of the pack at Dear Leap

Line astern heading for the Chequred Flag Kyle Reid in the lead

Will Fairclough Championship leader
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‘S’ Class

P1 Will Fairclough

P2 Rob Austin

P3 Tom Halliwell

 
Cooper S Race 1

The race was down to nine cars, with Jono Davis not being able to get 
his car’s Cat fixed in time. No spares!

Will set off like a scalded cat, as did Rob Austin. Will went down to 3rd 
momentarily on the 4th lap, being passed by Tom Halliwell. Tom Halliwell 
was keeping them all honest. Will has certainly mastered the art of late 
braking with a superb move into Cascades up the inside of Tom to claim 
the place back on the next lap. Meanwhile, Stuart McLaren and Andy 
Montgomery were having a great race with Kevin Owen joining in. Stuart 
was taking the opportunity to use Andy’s old car. Having a few brake 
issues, needing new discs and pads, Alan Lee stayed in contention, whilst 
Chloe Hewitt and Samantha Bowler were a bit off the pace with Sam 
having Turbo issues and the dreaded limp mode.

‘S’ Class

P1 Will Fairclough

P2 Tom Halliwell

P3 Rob Austin

Cooper S Race 2

To quote Jono Davis “We didn't have any supercharger issues, just a 
blocked exhaust due to a failed Cat; that caused no power in qualifying 
and took too long to source a repair for race 1. In race 2 the crank 
pulley failed, so I had to pull over.” He did start well and set the fastest 
lap, from P9 to P2 in 2 laps, before the pulley failed. 

Will was having a great time, moving from P3 to P1 on the first lap. Tom 
Halliwell was staying in touch while Rob Austin was passed by Stuart 
on the 4th Lap. Clearly, Stuart likes the way the R53 handles, doing yet 
another set of brakes in. At the chequered flag, it was P1 to Will but the 
dreaded track limits gave him a 15-second penalty but he still stayed on 
top of the class, even with the relegation to P5. 

Looking forward to Brands!
 

‘S’ Class

P1 Tom Halliwell

P2 Stuart McLaren

P3 Rob Austin

David Young
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Kevin Owen and Stuart McLaren at Lodge Corner

Rob Austin trying to keep Tom Halliwell in place

Jono Davis race a day to forget

Stuart McLaren liking the R53

Rob Austin 2 podiums 2 races

Rob Austin leading the pack into Cascades

Tom Halliwell liking the car!
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Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

As a good few of us will be journeying 
to the Alps in a few weeks time on the 
Minis to the Alps run, so I thought for 
a change, that I’d write about Paddy 
Hopkirk’s win in 1967 on the Coupes 
des Alpes – the only time that a Works 
Mini ever won this gruelling event and 
Hopkirk’s finest win. 

The Alps has always been the 
favourite event for Abingdon and by 
now, in 1967, the Coupe des Alpes 
was no more than a thinly disguised 
road race and as such Abingdon built 
for Paddy a powerful lightweight 
car. The car, LRX 827E, a Morris 

Cooper S running Hydrolastic suspension, was entered as a group 
6 car and, because of that, had to have a special braking system 
with a twin braking system. This Abingdon rigged up in a rather 
Heath Robinson way by fixing a Bowden cable to the brake pedal, 
which was in turn connected to the hand brake. The theory was 
that when the brake pedal was pressed, it also operated the rear 
brakes via the handbrake. This of course was a ridiculous waste of 
time but one needed to satisfy the scrutineer. Once passed by the 
officials, the system was promptly slackened off so that it ceased 
to function. All this was necessary because the car was entered as 
a group 6 car. This meant the car could be severely lightened with 
aluminium bonnet, boot and doors with Perspex side and rear 
screens. This saved around 1 cwt (50kg) and made the car, with 
its 45DCOE Weber (replacing the normal twin SU carburettors) 
a very rapid car – especially downhill! The Weber was reckoned 
to give an extra 10 bhp, so power was likely to be around 110bhp 
or around 90bhp at the wheels. Keeping things cool, always an 
issue when climbing mountains, especially in the summer, saw the 
car fitted with an auxiliary front mounted radiator. The car looked 
very purposeful with no front or rear bumpers and its little front 
rad fitted between the four extra lamps on the front. This is one 
of my favourite Works Minis.

Hopkirk, crewed with his regular co-driver Ron Crellin, would 
have a tough time with strong opposition in the shape of powerful, 
nimble and lightweight Works Renault Alpines along with the even 
more powerful Works Porsche 911R of Vic Elford, not to mention 
the in-house opposition from Timo Makinen/Paul Easter and Rauno 

Robert Young

REGISTERS
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LRX 827E near Abingdon, looking superb before the Alpine Rally

Aaltonen/Henry Liddon, both in similar group 6 cars, GRX 311D and 
JBL 172D respectively. Tony Fall/Mike Wood had to be content with 
GRX 310D, a less powerful group 2 car.

Seventy nine starters lined up at Marseille in the September 
evening sunshine for the first leg of this superb event. It would be 
so tough that only 15 cars would make it to the finish in Menton 
above Monte Carlo. Just to outline the challenge, the route was 
some 2,400 miles long over five days on some of the fastest 
rallying roads in Europe including over 110 cols to climb and 
descend. It was little wonder that so few made it. Of those fifteen 
who did finish, there were over four hours of penalties separating 
Hopkirk and the last placed finisher. The Alpine is also unique in its 
format, devised since its inception of the early days of motoring, 
where Coupes are awarded to any crew who is without any time 
penalty on the selectives and liaison section, whilst classification 
between such cars is then based on their time over certain pure 
speed hill climbs to decide the winner. With cars now being so 
fast, it was arranged such that long selectives at high speed were 
demanded to stay on time. Liaison sections were also tightly timed 
and Ron Crellin remarked that he even had pace notes for those 
liaison sections!

Hopkirk and Crellin about to fix their rally plates onto the car at 
the Marseille start

Hard charging Hopkirk in the blistering sunshine
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The first leg out of Marseille, some 900 miles in 24 hours to Alpe 
d’Huez, had within it seventeen selectives and four hill climbs. 
Those of you who have recently seen the Tour de France bike race 
on TV should be familiar with the climb up Alpe d’Huez. Other 
famous roads included those to Sigale, Entrevaux to Rouaine, Col 
d’Allos climb at Mont Ventoux, and the Col de Lombarde. Once 
underway, the early Porsche challenge from Elford was soon fading 
as he succumbed to two time consuming punctures; such was 
the pace that he was never able to recover and in attempting to 
do so later blew his engine up on the second leg. BMC were not 
immune to early troubles with Tony Fall under-steering into a wall 
on the Quatre Chemins section. This seriously bent the suspension, 
meaning he was unable to continue. Aaltonen was also sidelined 
when the idler gear broke up in the gearbox – this left just Hopkirk 
and Makinen to fly the BMC flag. Makinen was really flying and 
showing nice red hot disc brakes to the crowds – Hopkirk was 
taking things proportionally slower and as a result not punishing the 
car quite as much as his team mate. At the end of this first gruelling 
leg, Makinen was third behind two Works Alpines, with Hopkirk in 
seventh place.

The second leg, after a night’s rest, was a round trip from Alpe 
d’Huez and back and a mere thirteen hours in duration, 440 miles in 
length and 13 selectives thrown in for good measure. Of the three 
legs, this was the easiest, even though it was tackled in blistering 
heat. Famous sections around the Col de Pennes near Die saw the 
Elford challenge finally fade for good and the second placed Alpine 
also retired with a failed head gasket, promoting Makinen into 
second place. With others also falling by the way side, such was 
the pace, Hopkirk with a consistent drive, was now up to fourth 
place at the end of the leg - but three minutes behind Makinen. 
Both Minis were however having brake issues, which were hardly 
surprising, considering the hammering they were receiving. Hopkirk 
needed a new servo and Makinen yet again replaced his brake 
callipers. By now the field had depleted to just 31 cars.

Fantastic Alpine backdrop to the car

The third and final leg from Alpe d’Huez to Menton was a massive 
thirty hour almost non-stop blast of just over 1,000 miles, with 
18 selectives and six Epreuves - a mighty challenge. The daylight 
mileage was concentrated around the Chambery – Aix les Baines 
- Albertville area before the rally arrived at Val d’Isere for a short 
halt before the highest Cols in the Alpes Maritimes were tackled – 
mostly in darkness. Both Hopkirk and Makinen were now pressing 
the Works Alpine in the lead but it was not to last for Makinen as 
he broke a throttle cable at the start of the Col du Marocaz hill 
climb and with no time to replace it, he drove on the ignition key 
for over two hours at full throttle until he could affect a repair. 
Time was lost before Challes-les-Eux and more time lost fixing 
the problem so Makinen was now out of the hunt. Fog and low 
cloud descended on the Col d’Iseran but the conditions suited 
both the Works Minis and Makinen, although down on time, was 
fastest with Hopkirk close by. By now Hopkirk was beginning to 
increase his pace and had the belief that he could win the Alpine if 
his luck and the car held. After the Galibier Hopkirk was rewarded 
by the news that the leading Alpine was in trouble and he was 
now marginally in the lead but with a full night's rallying and a 
morning's to follow ahead of him, it was far from a done deal. 
Hopkirk however, taking his chance, was now fastest on the Col 
de Resteford and the Col d’Allos to now extend his lead. Makinen 
was sadly sidelined when his gearbox finally let go on the Allos 
and he coasted to the finish line with a dead engine, his idler gear 
stripped. It was however, not over yet, another visit to stages 
between Rouaine to Quatre Chemins were tackled and some 
difficult roads between Puget-Theniers and Nice. Hopkirk survived 
them all and arrived at Menton victorious. Hopkirk had lost no 
road time, winning an Alpine Cup, (only two other cars did that) 
and in the end led by just under three minutes on the hill climbs, 
to claim his first prize. A brilliant achievement and probably 
Hopkirk’s finest drive, eclipsing his famous 1964 Monte win. 

The much travel stained car charges downhill

Triumphant crew at the finish of a gruelling Alpine Rally
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Following on from last month, sadly 
for the seller, the cachet of 970 S 
collectability did not work its magic this 
time so CBK 99C failed to sell in the 
Bonham’s Festival of Speed auction at 
Goodwood. The estimate was £50,000 
to £60,000 but I don’t know how much 
it was bid to, other than not enough to 
find a new home. 

It is not often that an apparently original 
unrestored Mk1 S appears for sale 
these days but HUY 688C, which has 
been on the Register for many years, 
appeared on that well known internet 
auction site recently. It seemed that the 

world went mad and put its dark sunglasses firmly on because people 
were overlooking what I would consider obvious signs of concern 
for an original car. Maybe it was a result of the sunshine and high 
temperatures we were experiencing at the time.

HUY started life in June 1965 as an Old English white/black Austin 1275 
S. Apparently unused since 1987, in the photographs on the auction 

Simon Wheatcroft

Our Minis to the Alps event will not be as demanding!  However, I am 
sure it will be great fun all the same.

In closing, to bring this story up to date after the Alpine, the car had 
been put on display at one of the large BMC main dealers, and had 
been returned to Abingdon sometime in 1968. It was rediscovered by 
Guy Smith, in 1989 in Abingdon, owned by an ex Abingdon employee 
and had been substantially disassembled for one of those restorations 
that often prove too much for the restorer. The car was however 
never to be restored by Guy, as financial pressures and other projects 
to complete meant Guy eventually sold the car to Garry Corpe in 1997. 

Garry immediately set about restoring and building the car back to 
its group 6 Alpine rally guise. Garry did a splendid job and his skill of 
building in a patina of age to a car is a skill that escapes most restorers 
– the car looked as if it had just completed the Alpine Rally and then 
locked away in a barn for thirty odd years. However, Garry’s prime 
interest is actually building these cars and once the job is finished 
he gets itchy feet to take on another car, so LRX 827E found a new 
owner in Brendan Wang. I last saw the car when Brendan took it out 
on the 2003 Monte Historique Rally. Sadly, I’ve not heard or seen of it 
since. Perhaps someone can fill me in on its current history.

Robert Young

LRX 827E proudly displayed in the BMC show room

listing it did indeed look every inch the classic barn find many people 
seem to dream of. On the downside, it did look very rusty and a not 
very careful look at the pictures showed a couple of features you would 
not expect to see on an original 1965 car. The most unexpected was 
that one of the fixings for the Mk 2 style speedometer housing was 
clearly visible; these did appear on Mk 1 shells but not much before 

CBK as presented at Bonhams Goodwood auction

Barn find HUY 688C looking ripe for restoration. Cosmic arches 
and Goodyear Rally Special tyres are very 1970s

Thirty years of grime makes for an original looking engine bay. It 
would be interesting to know the number on the body number tag 
on the front panel
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November 1966. Although the voltage regulator was in the correct 
position for an S it also looked as though it had the plastic fixings in 
place in the inner wing for the regulator in front of the bulkhead A 
bracket, S’s did not have these fixings installed. 

That the seller would not allow viewing of the car during the auction 
seemed a strange decision if all was that it appeared to be; you would 
have thought it would have been a case of “first to see will buy”. At 
some time it had been fitted with a Goldseal Mk 3 S engine, not that 
that is a bad thing or should detract from a fifty plus year old car. On 

You certainly don’t expect this see this on a 1965 car. As is the case 
with any potential purchase, no matter how authentic looking, 
caveat emptor

This early Goldseal engine tag has AD stamped on which indicates 
standard bore with crank reground to -40, presumably on the 
main bearings

the plus side, the original Goldseal engine number tag was still attached, 
so it probably had not been messed with too much since it was built. 
Whilst obviously not the original engine, you would get the benefit of a 
thick flange S block and cross drilled crankshaft. Despite clearly being in 
need of considerable restoration work it was eventually bid to £15,778, 
the second car to achieve that sort of price recently.

Talking of Goldseal engines, these were factory reconditioned units 
produced by BMC and BL that were fully rebuilt and effectively as 
good as a new engine. Because the part number for Mk 1 S units all 
begin 8G some of the less well informed seem to think they are 848cc 
units! The important numbers to look out for are:

8G38 – 970 S
8G41 – 970 S with closed circuit breathing
8G46 – 970 S with oil filter pressure switch
8G133 – 1071 S
8G153 – 1071 S with closed circuit breathing
8G145 - 1275 S with closed circuit breathing
8G155 – 1275S with oil filter pressure switch
8G174 – 1275 S with AEG510 camshaft

In addition to engines Goldseal gearbox units were also available. 
Both engine and gearbox units were painted a distinctive gold colour. 
Early on, as well as the reverse stamped engine number there was an 
additional two letter stamping that indicated variation of the bore size 
and regrind of the crankshaft from standard but the extra stamping 
ceased in the early 1970’s.

Finally, as the Mk 1 S was the car to be racing and rallying in the 1960s 
I thought over the next few months I’d share a few pictures of cars in 
action in the early days that have probably not been seen elsewhere 
for many years. This month’s car is 1322 KV, which was often seen 

Later style Goldseal number tag without additional stamping

Goldseal paint was a familiar sight in engine bays in the 1970s and 80s. 
The BMC Genuine Replacement Unit decal was a waterslide transfer 
– todays reproduction items are stickers and therefore much thicker

Registered in July 1963 it is hard to believe that 1322 KV was less 
than six months old when this picture was taken in November 1963
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Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

This month we hand over to Bernard 
Woodruff, who has very kindly written 
a small piece about his car which I’m 
sure you will find very interesting. Over 
to you Bernard;

Having moved to Asia in 2007, I 
quickly realised that I’d have to 
abandon my classic car hobby. Hong 
Kong proved to be very costly to find 
permanent parking and Singapore is 
just ridiculously expensive to buy and 
run a car in. However, I had the good 
fortune to be moved to Kuala Lumpur 
in Malaysia last year and quickly realised 
that there’s a thriving classic car 

scene here. I’d previously been a Triumph fan, having owned several 
Spitfires and a GT6 over the years, but decided it might now be time 
for a change. A Mini became the car of choice as there are many 
here in KL with an excellent support ecosystem. So, after 10 years 
of public transport (which was excellent in both HK and SG I have to 
add), I became the proud owner of a set of wheels. My first car was a 
1970 Morris Mini Mk2 850. It was nothing special at all performance-
wise but an absolute joy to drive. This was originally exported to 
Malaysia as a CKD Kit and therefore has some strange attributes, in 
particular Australian doors with wind up windows and quarter lights. 
It’s now undergoing a full re-build as I feel I have a commitment 
to give it a new lease of life. I’m very happy with the challenge of 
tracking down some of the missing interior parts, many of which I’m 
having to rely on Australian suppliers for.

But as everyone afflicted with the classic car disease is well aware, it’s 
difficult to stop at one car. I saw a Mk1 Cooper offered for sale a few 
months ago and given the condition and price (I won’t mention this 
as it will make the UK readers very jealous) I had no choice. Simple 
as that! I’m not a Mini specialist at all, but I could see that this was in 
great condition and seemingly nothing wrong. It’s completely different 
from the 850 to drive and I suspect has had quite a few modifications 
by the previous-but-one owner. I was lucky to get some history from 
the seller, including a copy of a Heritage Certificate, so at least I have 
a good starting point for doing research.

The car is officially a Morris Mini Cooper Mk1 (998 cc) and was built 
on 3rd May 1966 as a RHD Export model. It was shipped on the 10th 
May, destination Malaysia and has been here ever since. Originally 

around in the late 1980s when owned by Malcolm Spiers. It was used 
on the 1963 RAC Rally by the late Colin Malkin who later went on to 
rally numerous Rootes/Chrysler products on Motoring News events.

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

A rear view of a rally car is a relatively rare thing. 1322 KV is 
already showing a few battle scars

Tweed grey with an Old English white roof and Dove grey and dark 
grey trim, it also came with a 74 degrees centigrade thermostat, dry 
battery and very importantly, no heater! I’m not sure how much of 
the original car has survived, but it’s been restored (or maintained) 
very sympathetically, keeping the features looking as original as 
possible.

The seller informed me that the engine has definitely been changed. 
It’s bigger (but not sure how much!) and the main reason for this was 
the addition of an aircon unit in the passenger footwell. The engine 
idles at 2,000 rpm with the unit turned off and then settles to a more 
relaxed 1,000 rpm when it’s switched on. However, on a normal 
(hot) day in KL, I’m faced with a simple choice: either the Cooper will 
overheat or the driver will overheat depending on whether or not 
the aircon is turned on. We therefore came to a working compromise 
and take it in turns !
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Cooper S Mk 2 Register

Perhaps the single most obvious item 
in the engine bay that distinguishes the 
Cooper S from the Cooper model is 
the addition of the vacuum operated 
brake servo. Despite dominating the 
engine bay, it seems to rarely get 
discussed so I thought we’d have a look 
at this key item this month.

The Mk1 and Mk2 S types both used 
the Lockheed type 5 ½ brake servo 
which has the Lockheed part number 
111493. There is some debate as 
to whether the larger/fatter type 6 
servo was fitted to late model Mk2s, 
given the introduction of the1275GT 

in October 1969, which ran alongside Mk2 S production. This may 
well be true, but not proven as far as I am aware. Focusing on the 
type 5 ½ unit then, the main circular unit and clamp would have been 
cadmium plated which gives a dull silver finish with a hint of blue. 
However, cadmium plating is unpopular these days so when a unit is 
refurbished it is usually plated with zinc passivate, which gives a gold 
finish with a hint of purple. This always looks a bit gaudy to my eyes 
and many repaint this to try and replicate the original hue. There’s 

Nick Hunter

Luckily, I’ve been able to obtain the history of the previous owners 
and this is where things get interesting. The car began its story 
in Ipoh, which is one of the major towns in the state of Perak in 
Malaysia. The original owner kept the car from new in 1966 until 
January 1999 which is very impressive. The second owner was still in 
Perak, but this time in Taiping and the car remained there until April 
2006. At this point, the car received some special attention as it was 
purchased by His Royal Highness Raja Jaafar of the Perak Royal Family. 
Each state in Malaysia has its own king, with one of these being 
chosen as the overall King of Malaysia. HRH Raja Jaafar is second in 
line to the Perak throne. Apparently, he is a car enthusiast and was 
the first President of the Sports Mini Owners Club of Malaysia. I 
suspect he was responsible for the current immaculate state of the 
car! His name appears on the car registration document as a previous 
owner, with the registered address being the Royal Palace in Ipoh. 
The last previous owner sold another classic car to him in 2016 and 

at that time was able to view his complete car collection, which 
does include several Minis. He was asked if he would be willing to 
sell the Cooper, to which he surprisingly agreed. The car changed 
hands in February 2016, this time moving states, to be based now in 
Kuala Lumpur. The new owner was also a Mini enthusiast but sadly 
eventually realised he had one too many to manage and so the car 
was reluctantly advertised for sale. That’s where I came in and, in 
early March this year, I became the proud fifth caretaker.

As there’s nothing really that needs doing from a restoration 
perspective, the plan is to simply drive it and enjoy it, which is not 
difficult! If I ever end up moving back to the UK, it’s coming with me 
for sure, although I may need to consider swapping the aircon unit for 
a heater at that point. I’m going to continue trying to document the 
history of AH 7887 and the ultimate, of course, would be to interview 
HRH himself, as I’m sure he’s the key to eventually finding out what’s 
really under the bonnet. 

Thanks for that interesting story about your Cooper Bernard.

That’s all for this month,

Barbara Alexander

Original Lockheed servo, note the slave cylinder appears a raw cast 
finish here
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some debate over whether the cast iron slave cylinder body is painted 
matt/satin black or just left as an unfinished casting.

As regards identification, there are a three main identifiers to look 
for,  the following is only a guide and not conclusive. On the nose of 
the servo there are a number of rings around its circumference (see 
photos). It is thought that early servos have one ring on the nose 
whilst later ones have 3 rings. Also, near the nose is a cast number id, 
this appears to be 063 for an early unit and 066 for a later one. Finally, 

Refurbished Lockheed servo with zinc passivate finish and black finish 
to slave cylinder

An early servo with one nose ring and 063 casting

Early servo with 108821 cast into body

there is a number cast into a raised boss on the body of the servo, 
this is tricky to read but would appear to be 108821 for an early and 
108826/8 for a later one. You’ll notice I’ve said early or late rather 
than Mk1 or Mk2 as the changeover points for these identifiers is not 
clear, unless of course you know differently?

A common replacement for the long unavailable original Lockheed 
servo is the Italian made ‘Bendix’ unit. This looks very similar 
to the Lockheed unit and was original fit, I think, to1970s Alfas 
where they were fitted in pairs to a split braking system. The key 
difference to the Lockheed unit is that this one has an aluminium 
slave cylinder body with a silver finish, rather than the cast iron 
and black/raw finish. Recently a replica of the Lockheed unit 
with a cast iron slave body was introduced by Minispares, but I 
understand a few teething issues mean this safety critical item is 
not currently available. 

I hope this helps to give an insight into this often overlooked unit. If 
you have any more conclusive information on identification please let 
me know and I’ll share in a future issue. Thanks to Mk1&3 S Registrar 
Simon for help with information so far on this.

On a final note, September 23rd is a key date in the life of my Mk 
2 S. On Monday September 23rd 1968, a Morris Cooper S, chassis 
number 1187xxx, engine number 511xx, rolled down the production 
line at Longbridge - Happy 50th birthday EWA 172H!  

Until next time

Nick Hunter 

Later servo with 3 nose rings and 068 casting

Later servo with 108826 cast into body
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Cooper Mk 2 Register

Earlier this year I received an email from Jochen Wendel, a new club 
member from Germany, asking for help identifying his car, VML 679G.  
I had earlier received notification that Jochen had registered his car 
on the website, so I pleased to hear from him. After a few email 
exchanges it came to light that Jochen was trying to register his car 
and being in Germany their rules are a lot stricter than perhaps here 
in the UK. It sound like provenance is the key and hence Jochen’s 
attempt to determine to originality of the car. At present the car is 
painted Almond green but the Heritage Certificate that came with the 
car says it was Island blue when it left the factory. It may not be the 
original colour but Jochen wanted to determine if the shell was the 
original. All the places I suggested to look for the smallest remnant of 
the original colour that usually gets overlooked during a restoration 
reveale not a hint just Almond green. Perhaps sometime during its 
50 year life it was re-shelled?  It’s this sort of information that Jochen 
is trying to find out. The chassis and the engine numbers on the car 
correspond to those on the Heritage Certificate which is a good start. 
Not knowing what information the German authorities require makes 
it difficult as to what help I can offer Jochen. Perhaps, if there are any 
German members reading this and have been through the process 
of registering a car in Germany, can they please contact me and I will 
pass the information on to Jochen. I would also like to appeal to UK 
members for information about VML 679G.  If you were a previous 
owner or know of the car please contact me. I checked the road tax 
status of the car on the DVLA website and it was last taxed in 2003.

Way back in March Jonny Saunders raised an issue about wheels.  At the 
time I suggested if it were me, 4½” wheels in silver would be the way 
to go as it gives the opportunity to fit 165 tyres. In a spare few minutes 
at Beaulieu I took the opportunity to have a look at the Mini Sport 9 
hole 4½” x 10 offering and it looked the part. If standard is what Jonny 
is looking for it has to be silver. However, judging by the latest photo of 
the restoration of Jonny’s car, that decision is a little way off.  Generally, 
the shell is very sound but for a replacement right front wing and a bit of 
corrosion just under the headlight on the same side.  Jonny says it will all 
be sorted before the strip back to bear metal begins.

Well, that’s it for this month. Please remember, I am interested to hear 
of any activities with your Mk2 Coopers over these unprecedented 
summer months no matter how small. Be it a run to the local pub or an 
organised 100 mile road run, I look forward to hearing from you.   

Until next month.

Happy Coopering.

Graham Robinson 

Graham Robinson

YLK 171G awaiting new wing

Cooper S Mk 3 Register

It is still fairly quiet in Department S Mk 
3 but fortunately news of some early 
cars from abroad has reached me that I 
am able to share it with you.

First on the grid is a car originally 
registered BMT 185H, which is a 
Glacier white example built in April 
1970. Despatched to Stewart and 
Ardern in early May, it was registered 
as a Morris towards the end of July. At 
some point the roof was painted black 
which is what seemed to happen to a 
number of the early cars. The car left 

these shores, possibly for the USA, in 
2003 or thereabouts; about three years 

ago it popped up in Finland where it was registered MU-315. The 
car is still right hand drive and sits on what look like a nice set of 
original Minilite wheels.

I had a nice email and selection of pictures from Paolo Arbizzani 
from Italy who also owns an early Glacier white car. Built and 
despatched in May, this one was exported to Germany from new 
and has a number of interesting specific German market parts fitted. 

Simon Wheatcroft

Don’t be fooled by the red bus in the background, this recent 
picture of MU 315 was taken in Finland

Originally exported to Germany, Paolo’s car has been in Italy since 2000
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This Lucas made Mk 3 S hazard warning light switch was MGB sourced

Unusual side mounted rocker switches. Normally there would just 
be a blanking plug where the washer pump is shown

The additional chassis plate required for the German market

First up is hazard warning flashers, a new item to me and something 
that UK market Minis didn’t get until late 1976-ish; the switch is a 
Lucas item that looks the same as that used on some export market 
MGBs of the period. 

As well as the normal chassis and commission plates in the usual 
place on the front panel, it has a second plate confirming the chassis 
number mounted on the right hand front inner wheel arch. It also 
gives information about front and rear axle load.

The wiper and light switches are of the rocker variety but mounted 
sideways. UK Mk 3 S cars still had the familiar toggle switched 
inherited from the Mk 1 and 2 at this time. It also has a steering 
lock but, once again, not the usual Mk 3 type mounted high up on 
the column by the indicator switch. This is like a Mk 1 or 2 which is 
mounted on the column below the parcel shelf.

Finally, and perhaps slightly less abroad than the other two, is 117 RMN 
which was UK registered as CEH 927H. This is another April 1970 built 
car but was despatched to Hanley Garage in early May. Now owned 
by Ian Corkhill on the Isle of Man, it was bought about seven years 
ago; the roof was black last time I saw it but Ian has restored it to the 
correct monotone Mk 3 S look. I believe the car may have originally 
been Bronze yellow but it has been Flame red for a long time.

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

CEH with incorrectly painted black roof

CEH as it looks nowadays with its correct monotone paintwork
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Rover Cooper Register

Since taking over the reins as Rover 
Mini Cooper registrar in August 2011, 
I have strived to research and explain 
the many evolving features of these 
timeless cars as their production 
progressed throughout the entire 
1990s and into the millennium. I 
also have to take on board, as I am 
sure my fellow registrars do, that 
the membership of the Mini Cooper 
Register (MCR) is subject to a 
continuous element of ‘churn’ as some 
existing members leave and new ones 
take their place.

In the vast majority of cases, people 
join the MCR because they have purchased a particular Mini Cooper 
model. What makes the Rover Cooper Register unique and equally 
fascinating is that the model range covers carburettor (1990 - 1991) 
single point injection (Spi) (1991 - 1996), and multi-point injection 
(Mpi) (1996 - 2000). Then there are the factory-produced limited 
edition Rover Mini Coopers, and last but not least, the vast array 
of John Cooper conversions from which the Mini Cooper marque 
itself was re-ignited. It is for this reason, and for the benefit of new 
members as well as those of longer standing, that I re-visit past 
topics, update and correct the existing knowledge base, and direct 
members to my previous reports on the particular subject matter 
under discussion. 

Alongside all of this, it has always been my quest to uncover the 
previously hidden and less well publicised details of Rover Mini 
Cooper minutiae. At this year’s annual Beaulieu event two such 
pieces of information came together perfectly…

John Parnell

In my April 2013 report I gave my first review of the 998cc John 
Cooper conversion, piecing together the events that gave rise to 
its birth. While at Beaulieu this June I was approached by Mark 
Beautement who had a file of John Cooper Garages-related 
documents and photographs. What most caught my eye was the 
8-page Japanese language ‘Mini Cooper ‘87’ brochure produced by 
Mini Maruyama.  

The man behind Mini Maruyama is Kazuo Maruyama, a Japanese 
entrepreneur and car fanatic, who had tapped into the national 
enthusiasm for the British Mini in Japan and founded Mini Maruyama 
in Tokyo. It was he who originally approached John Cooper in 1986 
with the idea of producing a performance kit in response to demand 
from his Mini owning customers. By that time the 1275GT had long 
since ceased production (1980), so the only standard factory Mini 
models available were the City E and Mayfair, both powered by the 
40bhp 998cc A Plus unit. 

MCR member, Chris Dawson, the Customer Service Advisor 
at John Cooper Garages (JCG) for many years, had previously 
recounted to me how a female colleague’s company Mini was 
commandeered as the guinea pig vehicle for the kit. Unfortunately, 
he could not recall any specific details about the car itself. 
However, by chance, Desmond Lavery, who also attended 
Beaulieu, had with him a copy of the April 1987 issue of Scramble 
Car Magazine, a Japanese publication. Inside was a feature all 
about the Mini Cooper ’87. Judging from the photographs, Kazuo 
Maruyama had visited John Cooper’s Ferring premises in the 
autumn of 1986 to test drive the prototype car. Pictures show 
them both in a shiny Zircon blue metallic Mini Mayfair, A988 EWV. 
Kazuo Maruyama must have been impressed because he promptly 
ordered 1,000 kits, each one to be supplied in its own wooden 
crate, suitably stencilled with the John Cooper Garages name and 
‘World Champions’ logo. The crates are now collectors’ items in 
their own right.

The cover of the ‘Mini Cooper ‘87’ brochure published by  
Mini Maruyama 

Kazuo Maruyama with John Cooper during his visit to Ferring in 1986
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So now that we know the identity of the very first John Cooper 
conversion, but what became of it? A988 EWV is still recorded on 
the DVLA’s records but it has not been taxed since February 2004, 
nor is it SORN’d. Has it been scrapped or could it be languishing in 
someone’s garage or garden, the owner completely unaware that 
they are the keeper of a piece of motoring history?

In terms of engine specification of the 1987 Japanese 998cc 
conversion, the compression ratio was 10.5: 1, power output was 

boosted to 63PS (62bhp) at 5250rpm. The transmission was the 
standard 3.015:1 final drive and wheels were 4.5B x 12 rims on 
145/70 SR12 tyres. Interestingly, the sports exhaust exited out of the 
centre rear of the car rather than the standard rear left. Each car also 
featured a John Cooper conversion plate reverse stamped with the 
vehicle VIN and a conversion number based on the engine prefix.

Mini enthusiasts in Japan were fanatical about dressing up their cars 
with retro styling, all amply catered for by Mini Maruyama via the 
customer menu list on the outside back cover of the brochure. 
Apart from the customary sports wheels and wheel arch extensions, 
other particular favourites were the 1960s over-riders with corner 
bars and the centre mounted instrument pod with temperature 
and oil pressure gauges. My thanks to Mark Beautement, Desmond 
Lavery and Chris Dawson for each providing the important 
elements to the above story.

Mini Cooper SE & Mini Cooper Sport SE

Termed the ‘Last Chance Saloons’ in MiniWorld’s August 2000 issue, 
the John Cooper Special Editions were the final 90bhp performance 
conversions ahead of the end of Rover Mini production in October 
that year.

My last review of these cars was in the January 2014 issue of 
CooperWorld. By comparison with previous John Cooper sales 
brochures, the one issued for the Special Edition Mini Coopers in July 
2000 was a simple four-page affair, based on Paul Harmer’s excellent 
colour photography that accompanied the above MiniWorld feature 
which was shot at the Chobham test track.

The big selling point of these cars was, of course, the 90bhp engine 
upgrade, and because all three of the final Mini run-out models shared 
the same 1275cc engine, you could be assured of similar performance 
whether the chosen car was the non Cooper Mini Seven S, the 
Mini Classic Cooper SE (distinguished by its all black interior, body 

A988 EWV with Kazuo Maruyama at the wheel during the test drive

Each kit was delivered in its on stencilled crate

Japanese customers were fanatical about retro styling their cars

MiniWorld August 2000:  Bill Sollis reviews the John Cooper SE cars
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coloured dashboard and wheel arch extensions and twin driving 
lights) or the Mini Cooper Sport SE.

The back page of the brochure lists the specification of each model and, 
aside from the 90bhp engine conversion and the upswept DTM – style 
exhaust tailpipes, it is essential to study the list for each variant as it 
includes both factory standard features, such as the clear front indicator 
lenses and stick-on GB plate, as well as the add-ons supplied by JCG. 
Naturally, the Mini Seven S, being the cheapest car at £10,995 on the 
road, has the fewest number of additional features (S works decals, 
bonnet and boot Cooper badges, and the obligatory conversion plate).

On the next step up is the Mini Cooper SE at £11,995. Like the Mini 
Seven, this particular factory model was only in production from March 
until August 2000. The John Cooper Special Edition had the same John 
Cooper bonnet and bootlid badges, S Works decals, and conversion 
plate, but was additionally fitted with the following John Cooper features:

• 165 x 60 x 12 Dunlop tyres;
• John Cooper locking alloy fuel cap;
• John Cooper alloy brake and clutch pedals;
• John Cooper alloy door furniture (door pulls, lock covers, door 

openers and window winders);
• John Cooper etched stainless door sill edgings;
• Cooper wheel badges and valve caps

The Mini Cooper Sport SE was the top of the range and priced at 
£12,995. The standard factory car already featured the wide 13 x 
6 alloy wheels with 175 x 50 x 13 tyres, body coloured wide wheel 
arches, and uprated shock absorbers. The Platinum Silver roof with 
colour-matched door mirrors, bonnet stripes and waist coachlines 
were also factory fitted, likewise the twin fog and twin driving lamps. 
Inside the car the factory interior was black with black leather seat 
facings, Nickel Silver seat inserts and matching steering wheel rim. 
The standard car also featured plain alloy door furniture (but no 
alloy lock covers), an alloy gear knob, a mock turned alloy dashboard 
fascia (i.e. a facsimile plastic stick-on) and the supplementary oil 
temperature and battery condition gauges.  

Last of the line: John Cooper’s brochure featuring the ‘SE’ Rover Minis 

The JCG add-ons for the Mini Cooper Sport SE included all of the usual 
Cooper badging, decals and conversion plate mentioned above, and 
with the exception of the 165 x 60 x 12 tyres, the extras package was 
identical to the above entry level Mini Cooper SE. Where the Cooper 
Sport SE differed was the addition of chrome bumper overriders and 
chrome John Cooper door signatures on the lower front section of 
each door. It has yet to be confirmed if the ‘Final Fifty’ John Cooper 
conversions were made up exclusively of Mini Cooper Sport SE 
models, the last of which was sold quite late in 2001. Each of the fifty 
cars came with a signed and numbered John Cooper certificate.

Registrar’s Comments

Bill Sollis has been racing Minis since 1984 as well as being a regular 
contributor to MiniWorld. His appraisal of the 90bhp John Cooper 
Minis in the aforementioned ‘Last Chance Saloons’ feature in 
MiniWorld is a recommended read for anyone wishing to purchase 
one of these cars. 

90bhp is a lot of power for a standard Rover Mini to handle. On 
factory 12 inch wheels Bill Sollis strongly recommends 165 x 60 x 12 
tyres. As to be expected, the Mini Cooper Sport SE, with its bulky 13 
x 6 alloy wheels, feels heavier and almost cumbersome to steer. At 
high speeds he noticed a demonstrable shift in the balance of handling 
as if the tyres were trying to take control of the steering, and thus 
the driver, rather than vice versa. Some owners have described this 
characteristic as ‘tramlining’. The driver is still very much in charge, 
but Bill found the experience a definite challenge.

Until next month…

See you at Stanford Hall on 23rd September.

John Parnell

Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

Wood and Pickett Margrave  
ULE 599M

Over the many years that I’ve followed 
the coachbuilt Mini scene the vast 
majority of such cars have been in a 
medium to poor condition, which I 
suppose is not surprising considering 
most are well over forty years old now. 
The coachbuilt display at Beaulieu in 
June highlighted a good cross section 
of the cars I’ve reviewed and examined 
over the years and this month’s report 
concerns new member Mrs Donnie 
Farago’s time-warp 1973 Clubman 1275 
GT converted by Wood and Pickett.

Shortly before Beaulieu, Donnie contacted me with details of her 
new acquisition which was bought to replace her treasured 1959 
Austin Seven Mini which she’d recently had stolen. Quite a contrast 
in vehicles I think we’d all agree. Her friend and Mini restorer Dave 
Page, who looked after her Austin for years, encouraged her to 
join him in a visit to Mini sales specialist, GC Motors based for over 
forty years in Swanley, Kent. About twelve years ago, fellow MCR 
member, Peter Barratt and I were near Brands Hatch and had a 
look around the GC Minis in their huge compound, not a pretty site, 
with row upon row of sad looking cars for sale. However, the cars 
for sale improved when we entered the showroom. Two hidden 
Wood and Pickett Minis caught my eye, both in dark green, one of 
which was bought by Donnie. The garage owner had got attached 
to the car and was reluctant to sell it, the tax disc showed the expiry 
date as 30/8/91. Donnie discovered that it was once owned by HR 
Owen, dealers in expensive and exotic cars and Wood and Pickett 
themselves, in their ownership it had green and white bodywork. 
It left Longbridge in its factory colour of Bronze yellow and was 
registered in December 1973 after the Margrave makeover.

Steve Burkinshaw
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Forty five years have passed since the conversion and this car really 
has not deteriorated in any areas that I could see, proof of careful 
ownership and dry storage conditions. Many of the W&P Minis I’ve 
witnessed over the years have suffered severely with rust, mostly 
hastened by all the gas welding that was undertaken with de-seaming 
and in the early 1970s the fabrication of steel wheel arch extensions 
and most of all, leaking sun roofs. In that period it was popular to add 
vinyl roof covers which only made corrosion worst when damp was 
trapped. With this car the vinyl roof and flush fitting electric sliding 
sun roof are like new. Chris Nichols has supplied me with some 
pictures from inside the car which resembles one of his unique Minis, 
a 19751275 GT, originally owned and built for the singer Tommy 
Steel. Both cars are painted green and have the unusual oval rear 
window conversion which I like, but it’s not to everyone’s taste.

Unusually vibrant green but original W&P interior

This rear shot of the car shows the classic W&P oval rear window, 
deseaming and vinyl covered roof

Extensively modified front end with four headlamps, a replacement 
and modified grille, along with the fitment of a nudge bar

Based in Park Royal at the time, W&P stripped the Clubman to the 
bare shell, removed the side seams and rear gutter and repainted 
it in a Mercedes colour in vogue at the time, I know of a similar car 
in the same colour still in the same ownership for forty years. The 
Recaro seats are the same design as an early Porsche 911, but in this 
case upholstered in a mixture of green leather and green velour. The 
Margrave dash is faced in leather as is the whole interior apart from 
the beige cloth roof lining. Electric windows and quarterlights add 
to the luxury detailing. As previously highlighted, the grille originates 
from the Vauxhall FD Ventora model but reduced in width by about 
250mm. A lot of modifications were needed to the inner front panel 

Side shot shows quarter light window in door, deseamed ‘A’ panel 
with an indicator repeater light in the wing and fabricated wheel 
arch extensions

Electrically operated sliding sun roof

Unusual coachline finishing strips installed
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to fit this grille so it is not a quick job. I noticed this Margrave has 
chrome mouldings as used on most Radford’s from the ‘60s. Neat 
additions are the door mirrors in the line of these mouldings.

When I owned a Margrave about ten years ago, one of the first 
things I did was to remove the front and rear ‘nudge bars’ as they 
were known. On my car they were damaged which in turn damaged 
the car’s bodywork so they had to go. But having said that, the 
ones on Donnie’s car are excellent and add to the car’s time-warp 
appearance. I’m delighted it’s gone to such a good home.

Steve Burkinshaw

Colour coded steering wheel and classic W&P dash board

Rear passenger companion boxes converted to create arm rest for 
passengers as well as retaining original stowage space

Mini Super Register

Now, hum a simple little tune in your 
head and to it put the words below:

All my garage doors fly open when I 
murmur Sesame
My car horn goes Ah-E Ah-E. Your car 
horn goes Ah-Ah-Ah
I've just bought a Mini Super (Bought 
a what?) A Mini Super. Oh yes, I've got 
one in my boot.

That’s it, I am sure you are all thinking 
– Dickens has finally gone mad, knew 
he would! Well, that maybe so but the 
above little verse is actually from a 
Flanders and Swann song from 1962!

Garry Dickens

Which of the two actually owned the Super, Flanders or Swann, I 
don't suppose we shall ever know – unless someone out there does, 
in which case, might they also have the chassis number written down 
somewhere to let me have for my records?

I am afraid there is still very little fresh news regarding Supers to 
report but, when recently viewing a BMC publicity film, two Supers 
were featured. One is a red and black Austin, 320 EOE; the other 
a green and white Morris, 530 CXP. I have both recorded as pre-
production cars. Neither is shown on the DVLA site, so they must 
have disappeared many years ago (sometimes, cars taxed well over 
thirty years ago are listed, showing when their last licence was due). 
This is not entirely surprising with 320 EOE as the film shows the car 
being driven around BMC’s destruction track! 530 CXP is likely to 
have survived a little longer as the film shows it being driven quietly 
along leafy, tree-lined roads. An interesting note is that it has no 
overrider extension bars, front or rear. Unlike Austin, Morris, for 
some reason, did not initially fit these extensions, which were dealer-
fitted retrospectively.  

Finally, if you own, have owned, know of any Super or have any 
stories or anecdotes relating to one, please get in touch, even if it no 
longer exists. 

Garry Dickens

1275GT Register

Some recent sales of GTs have 
provided an indication of where the 
top end of the market is heading.

My discussions with Richard Williams 
of Richard Williams Classic Minis, 
based in North Devon, have revealed 
that the demand for quality 1275GTs is 
very buoyant. Two cars passed through 
Richard’s hands both topped the 
£21,000 mark with ease and had no 
shortage of potential buyers. Richard is 
confident that other GTs he is looking 
to market will meet similar levels.

The first example, JDU 807N, 
was registered in April 1975 and has retained its original colour, 
being white, with a brown interior.  However, some sympathetic 
modifications have enhanced the comprehensive rebuild. 5x12” 
Minilites with 165 Yokohama tyres are complemented with a colour 
matched arch set bringing a subtle but purposeful stance. However, 
it is the addition of the Leyland ST option that lifts this car to a really 

Alan Clark

Purposeful stance on 5 inch Minilites 
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desirable specification. The interior was left presented as original and 
thus looking pretty much as it would have been in 1975, along with 
the critical correct steering wheel.

The second GT – RWW 875L, in Mulberry red is from late 1973 
production and carries features from the 10 inch wheel variant e.g. 
a remote change gearbox.  However, around 1987 a new Leyland 
supplied shell was used for a rebuild. The evidence of this later shell 
showing in the lack of boot board brackets.

Correct Vinyl covers with moulded seam feature

ST equipped engine bay, with servo addition

A high standard of build on suspension and running gear

2007 saw the next major rework when the still solid shell was 
stripped and acid dipped, revealing negligible issues before 
repainting and reassembly with new and refurbished components 
clearly evident in the photos Richard supplied.  The 1380cc engine 
has maintained a single HS4 but on a new manifold with an LCB 
exhaust to match.

I will let the pictures speak for themselves for both examples which 
show clearly the level of detailed attention people are prepared to 
lavish on restorations now.

RRW 875L now finished in Mulberry red

Late BL supplied shell ready for paint, note lack of boot board brackets

Standard interior, with later two stalk column and rod change gaiter 
to match the tunnel cut-out
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Richard has promised to pass on my details as registrar to the new 
owners and my hope is they make contact and reveal more about 
their plans for using and showing these two superb GTs.
  
Alan Clark

Spotless engine bay, with the servo omitted

Boot board brackets now in place as correct for original ‘73 spec

Correct remote change gearbox

 Modern MINI Cooper Register

Just back from the Oulton Park MINI 
Festival: a 400-mile round trip, two 
tanks of fuel later and very hot and 
sticky! The 2 litre F56 JCW returns 
about 37mpg normally but a heavy right 
foot and it will obviously use more. I am 
still struggling to get Shell V Power in my 
neck of the woods, so much so, that I 
always fill up when I pass a Shell garage 
on my travels. Do you have a favourite 
fuel? Do you notice the difference 
between 95, 97 or 99 Octane?  Write in 
and let me know. 

My JCW has now done 5,000 miles 
and is starting to loosen up. The 
standard exhaust sounds just right 

and I am glad I did not have the option to fit the Track Exhaust - the 
front and back cameras are far more useful.  I wonder in time if 
MINI will use the screen in the dashboard to project the rear image? 
Maybe even have the front camera wired to that too. It would 
reduce the size of the front camera and could even be built into the 
rear view mirror.

I have managed to get hold of the LCI rear lights for my car. I just 
have to see how Coopers at Tonbridge get on with fitting them. 
Fitting is straightforward, but, knowing my luck, I would break the 
fixing tabs! As I will need the computer re-coding to take the light 
check out, I will leave it all up to them.

David Young

New Rear lights LCI
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I hope you are all refraining from waxing and polishing your cars 
in this hot weather we are having as both media types dry far too 
quickly and will leave marks to be polished out again. A warm wash 
late at night or early morning is best, with one show after another.

By the time you read this, the annual BMW Car Club National Festival 
at Gaydon will have passed. Yes, they do have a MINI Section which 
brings me to a point about both the MCR and BMW Car Clubs. You 
actually do not have to own a MINI or Mini Cooper to join either of 
these clubs. All that is asked is that you show a keen interest in the 
Mini Cooper or MINI.

What’s new from OX4.

Clearly, the production halt of the JCW will hamper some of your 
dreams. A few dealers have pre-registered cars in stock, as long as 
you like the configuration. One of the joys of buying new is to spec 
your own car, so you will currently have to forgo that pleasure. The 
JCW is not even on the configurator to play with at the moment! I 
do expect that next year another variant will appear with a ‘cleaner’ 
engine. Either that or the JCW will become a future classic!

Motorsport

The John Cooper Works Rally Team (AKA Pro Drive) is no longer but that 
does not stop the Cross County Rally Team being in pursuit of victory.

Baja Aragon 2018 – Round 7, FIA Cross Country Rally World Cup.

Jakub ‘Kuba’ Przygonski (POL) and co-driver Tom Colsoul (BEL) 
maintained their series lead in the FIA Cross Country World Cup 
with a second place finish overall in the 2018 Baja Aragon. The pair, 
competing in the #201 MINI John Cooper Works Rally car, faced 
strong competition from their two main championship challengers in 

Spain, but drove a good race to hold on to the advantage with four 
races remaining in this year’s Cup.

It was a close finish to the 2018 Baja Aragon, which saw a record 
number of entries – 230 vehicles lined-up to start, including 32 female 
competitors – the highest ever to take part in the rally.

Less than one minute separated first and second place, with the 
only MINI crew entered in the race pushing to their limits to 
regain time lost in the penultimate stage. Przygonski and Colsoul 
went from fourth position to second on the final stage, getting 
tantalisingly close to the front and finishing just 52 seconds behind 
the race winner.

Jakub Przygonski said: “The last day was a really tricky day because 
it was raining and really muddy. We lost quite a lot of time yesterday, 
so the plan for today was to push to the maximum and we did it! We 
jumped from position 4 to position 2 and almost won from Vasilyev. 
We are really happy with the result because it was a really tricky 
stage, it was very slippery for a lot of the time and we went off track 
a few times because the lines were everywhere. I’m so happy that we 
have been able to keep good grip while going really fast in the MINI 
on such difficult terrain.”
 
Baja Aragon 2018: MINI race end results

Driver Co-driver Auto # Position Time

Jakub  
Przygonski

(POL).

Tom 
Colsoul

(BEL)

MINI John 
Cooper 
Works 
Rally

201 2nd 6:38:42:0

+52.0

MINI wins Silk Way Rally 2018 (First Edition). 

Yazeed Al Rajhi and co-driver Timo Gottschalk in a MINI John 
Cooper Works Rally take top podium position at Silk Way Rally 
2018, Russia. 

Joan ‘Nani’ Roma and co-driver Alex Haro in a MINI John Cooper 
Works Rally complete final stage of Silk Way Rally in Russia in 
second place. 

Munich. MINI Motorsport and motorsport partner X-raid have won 
the Silk Way Rally 2018 (First Edition). The MINI family crew of 
Yazeed Al Rajhi (KSA) and co-driver Timo Gottschalk (GER) in a MINI 
John Cooper Works Rally, finished the final stage (Stage 7) in fifth 
place and in a time that saw their overall time advantage extend to 
secure first place overall. 

Jakub in full flight

Now how did I write my JCW Off?

Happy times at the finish
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Al Rajhi and Gottschalk started Stage 7 with a significant time 
advantage over their nearest rivals and could afford to set a consistent 
and safe pace. This strategy paid off and they finally completed the 
Silk Way Rally with a 1hr 8min lead over the second placed car. 

Al Rajhi and Gottschalk along with MINI Motorsport and its 
motorsport partner X-raid have even greater reason to celebrate 
their win with the knowledge that the two MINI John Cooper Works 
Rally entries completed the Russia edition of Silk Way Rally 2018 
without any major technical complications. 

The second MINI John Cooper Works Rally crew of Joan ‘Nani’ 
Roma (ESP) and co-driver Alex Haro (ESP) completed today’s 
Stage 7 in second place, just 2min 24secs behind the eventual 
stage winner. This result, when added with the crew’s other top 
five stage finishes, would surely have seen them fighting for the 
lead if it had not been for an injury to Roma in Stage 1, which 
forced him to retire from the stage; and was awarded a large time 
penalty for his troubles. For Roma and Haro to complete this 
edition of Silk Way Rally in 19th place overall can be considered a 
major achievement. 

Al Rajhi: “We are delighted with having won the Silk Way Rally 
although it was somewhat shorter than originally scheduled. The 
event was perfectly organised and the special stages represented 
true challenges, while the weather certainly could have been better. 
We demonstrated that you needn’t try to win special stages to win 
a rally – concentration and consistency also are crucial factors. 
We found a good rhythm and knew which stages offered us the 
opportunity to push and gain time and where we should opt for a 
more conservative approach.”

Silk Way Rally 2018 (First Edition): MINI final standings

Driver Co-driver Type Team

1st Yazeed Al 
Rajhi (KSA)

Timo Gottschalk 
(GER)

MINI John 
Cooper 
Works Rally 
#103

X-raid Team

19th Joan ‘ Nani’ 
Roma (ESP)

Alex Haro (ESP) MINI John 
Cooper 
Works Rally 
#104

X-raid Team

David Young

And just as happy playing in the mud!

XRaid playing in the sand

Pushing hard to win the rally
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

  Bristol, Glos and  
  Somerset

Meeting 7.30pm on 
Thursday13th September

Beefeater, Emersons Green, Bristol David Dangerfield 07974 089595  
or bgsregion@minicooper.org

Cheshire TBD TBD TBD

Devon & Cornwall 3rd Thursday of each 
month at 7.30pm

The Wrey Arms, Bickington Road, Sticklepath, Barnstaple
EX31 2BX 01271 859360 www.thewreyarms.co.uk

Steve Bonny 01271 860328
s.bonny183@btinternet.com

Dorset 2nd Wednesday of every 
month 8.00pm 

Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood Road, Avon, 
Christchurch. BH23 7BQ

Nick Stansmore 07788 646800
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

TBA

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts 01248 811109
davidr61@hotmail.co.uk

  Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

The Queens Head, Portsmouth Road, Fishers Pond, 
Eastleigh SO50 7HF 

Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Rod Chilcot
01707 650107

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30pm

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Graham Carter 07974 353726
grahamcarter13@btinternet.com

Scotland Sunday 12th November 
At 11:00 am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region 1st Tuesday At 7.30 The Cherry Tree, Woodbridge. IP12 4AG
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

  Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Mick Tully 01273 883349  
g-tully@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Warwickshire Region meeting venue is being sold so 
to avoid a wasted journey please send email to warks@
cliffdporter.co.uk  to confirm location of monthly 
meeting.  Thank you. Cliff Porter, Regional Organiser.

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

  Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road, LS15 4NJ, 
A64, Just off the A1

Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

  BeNeLux (Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg) Bart Theelen  
benelux@minicooper.org

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

NEW 

REGION

NEW
CONTACT

NEW
VENUE

NEW
VENUE

Regional Co-ordinator - Richard Sign - Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield, Southampton, SO45 1XL - 07968 307689 - regions@minicooper.org



Regional Coordinator - Richard Sign

Hello all,

What a great early summer we have had 
along with the long days which made 
for great days out in our cars. It has 
been many years since we had such a 
prolonged dry spell turning Britain from 
green to yellow. The sun shone from well 
before our Beaulieu event.

I am very pleased to announce that 
we have a new region joining the 

ranks of the MCR. Robert, Lesley and I have been approached by 
Bart Theelen who lives in the Netherlands. Bart has offered to be 
organiser of our new BeNeLux region. Bart has six Minis and is 
currently renovating a Mk2 Cooper. Bart has been compiling a list 
of Mk 1, 2 and 3 Coopers originally registered in the Netherlands, 
some of which are still on the roads today. Bart has organised runs 
before in the Netherlands and Belgium. We would urge members 
in the BeNeLux region to contact him and hopefully we can grow 
membership in this area.

The good weather has made for some excellent events held by different 
regions of MCR. For instance, I took part in the Wipers event, in early 
July, along with a combination of 36 Minis and MINIS.  An excellent 
event supported by our sponsors Mini Sport and organised by Justin 
and Annmarie Ridyard and their helpers from the Kent region. This part 
of Belgium was somewhere that Linda my wife and I had never visited 
before but felt we should do to pay our respects to the fallen in WW1. 
A good tour in our cars on the Saturday was followed by hearing the 
Last Post at the Menin Gate, and then we settled for an excellent meal 
with everyone in the evening.

Sunday was very poignant. We visited the Sanctuary Wood trenches, 
museum and cemetery before setting off on another great day 
driving on scenic roads before meeting up at the finish. I know of 
at least a few of the entrants who sought out and found graves of 
relatives or names of their relatives on the Menin Gate. We all then 
boarded the ferry back to Dover. It is always such a great sight to 
see so many Minis packed on the Ferry. When we disembarked the 
sound of horns and waving goodbye to everyone as we made our 
way home, meant that no one on the Ferry could not have seen or 
heard us all. It was great to meet up again and enjoy the run with 
members from other regions as far away as Ireland, Lincolnshire, 
Oxfordshire, Hampshire and Lincolnshire. 

The roads across the Channel always seem to be better than the 
potholed roads we endure this side of the Channel. Linda and I are 
now counting down the days to Minis to the Alps in September. This 
will be our 4th Minis to ... event which we would highly recommend. 
September should be cooler. We drove the Wipers event windows 
down all the time trying to keep cool in the heat.

Also in July I know that the Thames Valley Tour has been well attended 
by members of Thames Valley region and other regions as well. The 
photos on Facebook of the tour to Nuffield Place showed great cars in 
attendance. I am sure we will see lots of reports of these runs and other 
events in this and future editions of CooperWorld. Check out the Events 
Calendar at the beginning of CooperWorld for events still to take place.

We are still seeking anyone interested in becoming a contact for 
our Yorkshire and Essex regions both of which are active regions. A 

region could be run by one or two members if preferred. The role 
should be enjoyable and rewarding to anyone interested in our cars, 
people and events.

That’s all for now. 

Richard Sign.
regions@minicooper.org
07968 307689

Bristol Gloucester and Somerset Region

At the start of the month we had a meet up in Brent Knoll, thank you 
to those members who attended. I also travelled to West Ireland and 
Northern Ireland and took the opportunity to look for Mini parts and 
projects. Unfortunately, nothing really took my fancy but I had a very 
enjoyable time nonetheless.

On the 15th July the MCR BGS region had a stand at the Sherborne 
Classic Car Show and a big thank you to all the members who brought 
their cars to the stand. We had 11 top quality Minis on display. It was 
a hot, enjoyable day, with some 2,000 cars attending and the event 
raised £130k for charity. We signed up new members and met a 
number of attendees who loved the cars. See photos attached.

Looking forward, I will be exhibiting at Under the Mini Moon on the 
3rd August, attending the Tetbury Classic Vehicle Festival and the 
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Tewkesbury Classic Vehicle Festival both on the 19th August. If you are 
planning to attend these events, perhaps we could attend one in the 
morning and then drive in our Minis to the next one. Please let me know 
if you are interested in doing this. If you know of any other local events 
on the weekends of the 24th and 31st August, please let me know.

Our next regional meet-up will be on Thursday 13th September at 
7.30pm at the Beefeater, Emersons Green, Bristol BS16 7AN. We 
also plan to exhibit at the Mini Action Day, Castle Coombe on 29th 
September – please let me know if you wish to attend either event.

David Dangerfield

Dorset Region

Our July meeting was a somewhat quiet evening as most of us were 
elsewhere watching England play football in the hope that progress 
would be made to the final. Alas, it was not meant to be, oh well, there 
is always next time.

On Saturday 28th July, Alan and Janice Booth and of course Ruby the 
dog, kindly invited us all to a BBQ for the second year running. Those 
of us who attended were Judy and I, Adrian and Val, Owen and Jill, 
Frank and Stella, Rog and Lynne along with Malcolm and his four legged 
friend Ruby. Everyone arrived bringing various salad dishes and copious 
amounts of meat products for the BBQ.

Alan performed sterling work in the cooking department and the 
decision made to eat inside was a wise one as the rain clouds gathered 
and the weather was not kind to us.

We all had a thoroughly enjoyable time and after a few hours we all 
headed home somewhat fuller than when we arrived.

My thanks again go to Alan and Janice for another splendid afternoon.

Nick Stansmore

Kent Region 

We attended Bearsted Green show which usually has a delightful village 
green atmosphere with lots of local fare and an interesting selection of 
cars. Unfortunately, it turned out to be the first wet show for many years, 
however, the Kent gang made the best of it. We must also add that the 
Maidstone Lindy Hoppers danced in impressive formation in the downpours! 
Well done to them from us! We are still drying out the gazebo after the event!

We are looking forward to the weekend’s camping at Brands Hatch 
on the August Bank holiday. A full report on the shenanigans in next 
month’s issue. Also a few of us are attending the Italian Job Showing at 
Leeds Castle with a full Orchestra. 

I am off now to put the final touches together for the Ham Sandwich Run!

Venue for Monthly Meetings
Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea,  
Maidstone, Kent ME17 4JD
The second Wednesday of each month. The September meeting will be 
the 12th. See you there!

Master chef and helper

Tasty or what?

A very wet Bearsted Green

REGIONAL REPORTS
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Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/
groups/472768396103194/

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Tel: 01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs Region

As I write these notes, the warm weather is returning, and the field behind 
the house is alive with the harvest – a month earlier than any other year of 
the 35 we have lived in the house! It is also just three days to our Summer 
Tour and it is looking as though that will be blessed with a fine warm day 
to be enjoyed by the 40 entries. The route is just over 156 miles this year 
and includes a morning coffee stop near Leek, lunch at Haddon Hall and 
afternoon tea at Dovedale. In between there are miles of country lanes, 
three fords, including the big one near Tissington, and four really sharp 
hairpins! There is a strong MCR contingent this year which I hope to be able 
to report on within the next issue of CooperWorld. 

Our July meeting turned out to be a cracker! I had a call a few days earlier 
from David Leigh the organiser of the Oakamoor Hillclimb Revival, which 
is in its second year following a successful recreation last year. Basically, he 
wanted to come along to our July meeting to spread the word about the 
event which uses the same closed road model as Kop Hill, and to get some 
more entries and marshals. Of course the answer was ‘Yes’, but I assumed 
he would turn up in some sort of modern box. How wrong I was! His car 
of choice on a fine warm summers evening was a ‘chain gang’ Frazer Nash! 
This attracted a lot of interest, especially when David removed the rear 
floorboards to reveal the 4-speed chain and sprockets gearbox. The back 
axle is solid but a differential is on the shaft that drives the front (smaller) 
sprockets. The chains then connect to the rear axle, and gears are selected 
by means of dog clutches and a ‘wriggly monkey’ that prevents two gears 
being selected at the same time. Another car that wowed the gathering 
was a 1600cc Porsche recently imported from the US. This looked like any 
other Porsche 356, but as the details of it were revealed it became clear 

this was far from an ordinary car. For starters, the owner (it is rumoured) 
paid over £200,000 for the car by the time he got it delivered to his house. 
And the wheels alone are insured for £10,000 each! A few Minis turned up 
including Pete Mallisch with his beautiful Radford Cooper S. Nick Hunter 
left his Minis at home and instead came on his ‘Fissi’ - a Suzuki FS1 moped 
which also caused quite a stir!

Our next regular meeting is on September 3rd, which is usually the 
last time we see many of the pristine cars, and it has developed into 
something of a Classic Motor Show.

That’s it for this month so enjoy the pictures from the July meeting, and 
remember all Minis and MINIs are welcome to join us.

Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com

Suffolk Region

On our July Sunday Run organised by Jack Gray, we had seven cars and 
ten members take part. We enjoyed a glorious sun drenched run through 
Suffolk and Essex towns and villages, with an inspired lunchtime halt sitting 
on the balcony of the Mill Hotel Sudbury, overlooking water meadows 
dotted with weeping willow trees, interspersed by tan coloured cattle 
contentedly grazing - a Gainsborough scene indeed. After a short walk 
along the humble beginnings of the river Stour to the calmness of a weir, 
we continued on to our final point, Mistley, alongside the now wide 
expanse of the Stour. Approx 130 miles total drive for most of us.

The Frazer Nash

Porsche 356 1600

Radford Cooper S of Pete Mallisch

The Frazer Nash gearbox
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On the Tuesday 30th of July we had our ‘August’ meeting to keep it apart 
from an early August Show. It was Basil Welch’s run and he took us on a 
very pleasant run from our meeting place at Martlesham to the Oyster 
Inn, Butley. Again, it was a lovely evening for sitting outside. Great to see 
nine Coopers take part and 12 members. Just about the right distance 
and Basil leaves time for some Mini chat and refreshments!

Now for a run of local Sunday shows in August.
 
Ian MacPherson  
07749936274

Worcester Region

It was another great day out with the Mini Cooper Register Worcester 
Region and Mercia Minis at the Bourton-on-the-Water Motor Museum 
on Sunday 15th July.

Mick Rowley
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Lined up at MartleshamLined up at Martlesham

End of the run at Mistley
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WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Cars for sale

1969 Austin Mini 1275 Cooper S Mk2. Red with black roof current V5C 
and heritage certificate. Restoration project. Price on application. Please 
call Dave on: 01970 617010 or 07974 608333 North Wales

One of the last Morris Minor woody estates 1971 in Sunflower. Low 
mileage and has been owned by me since 2013. I have carried out lots of 
restoration work on the car. It is not Mint but very nice. It’s been valued 
by a Morris specialist at £9,400. I am looking to PX it for a low mileage 
Sports Pack with cash adjustments.
A rare Mini Sports Pack Cooper 1998 one owner in rare Volcanic orange. 
New front end, door skins, and subframe. Mint condition and lovely 
interior. £8,800 can be seen in Cambridge. 
I have also broken an Island blue Mk1 Cooper with history. All parts 
available including engine & box, alloys,discs,speedo, and a lovely interior. 
Sold together for £4,000. Please call Michael on: 07885 077882. Cambridge.

Parts for sale

Carpet sets for sale

Complete 9 piece red Veltone carpet sets with sound proof backing.  
For Mini MKI, Cooper and Cooper S. Each set has a MKI heel mat attached 
and comes with floor clips plus separate black pads for underneath the 
seats. Also complete 9 piece black Veltone carpet sets with slightly thinner 
soundproofing. For MKII Cooper and Cooper S with MKII heel mat attached 
floor clips plus separate black pads for underneath the seats.

I also have rubber toe mats that stop your foot wearing out the carpet 
near the accelerator, plus MKI and MKII rubber heel mats that are sold 
separately to the 9 piece sets.

For any further information or to receive a sample please email: 
downtonbos@yahoo.co.uk or tel: 01970 617010/07974608333  or BAS 
on 01633 873664.  I am willing to ship worldwide.

Original Amal Carburettor conversion for an 8 port head. It was 
purchased from Special Tuning and has never been used hence its new old 
stock and in lovely condition. There are a number of accessories with the 
conversion, including a 4 branch exhaust manifold with the big bore pipe 
which is also new old stock POA. Please call Dave on: 01970 617010 or 
07974 608333 North Wales

1310cc engine with late Mk3 gearbox. Its currently fitted in a Mk2 
Cooper. It can be driven and tested bills for £3,000 available. It’s perfect 
on twin carbs/staged head. Price £3,000. Please call Micheal on: 07885 
077882 Cambridge.

Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number. The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious before 
purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote your 
membership number when writing. Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose 
a cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so 
will result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques 
should be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.  
All traders are required to state this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

FOR SALE AND WANTEDFOR SALE AND WANTED
Parts for sale

Right hand tank, speedo and genuine rear opening windows for my 
Mk1 Cooper, good price paid. Call Michael on 07885 077882.
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CLAIM YOUR FREE COPY TODAY:
SIMPLY CALL 0800 923 3006 AND QUOTE COOP

Hotline open: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm. Sat - Sun 10am - 4pm. Calls are free from landline and mobile phones. 

Terms and conditions: Offer available to UK residents only. Free copy only available to the � rst 1000 callers. One copy of a single 
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COUNTRYMAN

Still a fun drive? We fi nd out

 FIRST DRIVE 

PLUS: 
■ Motorsport preview

■ JCW GPs in Turkey

■ Meets, shows, news

Dream machineR53 Cooper S has the lows and the power

R53 COOPER S RIDES ON AIRLASER BLUE R56 COOPER S 
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HANDS ON
CAMBER FIX
Find out how to fi t
adjustable rear arms 
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17 INSPIRING READERS’ MINIS
10 MUST-HAVE NEW PRODUCTS

PRO DETAILING TIPS TO SHINE UP YOUR MINI 
PROJECT UPDATE: FITTING ESTATE WINDOW TRIMS
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Mk2 runabout gets luxury treatment        Kangaroo kicks with turbo power        Patina-perfect 1960 Mini-Minor

WORKS MINI RACER 
JOHN FITZPATRICK 

WIN A MEGUIAR’S 
DA POLISHING  KIT

£2,000 impulse buy becomes stylish family transport£2,000 impulse buy becomes stylish family transport
WESTIE WOODY
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FOR MINI 
OWNERS
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MINI MIGLIA BUILD, STELVIO ROAD TRIP,PLUS
KEITH CALVER’S ESSENTIAL VERTO CLUTCH GUIDE

SUPER SEVEN
EARLY MKI BUILT

FOR ENJOYMENT

BIG-BORE BLASTER
OLD SCHOOL TWEAKS,
NEW AGE TRICKS

STUNNING FAST ROAD 
MINIS TO SATISFY ALL 
TASTES AND BUDGETS

ROAD RACER
HISTORIC FIA STYLING,
SWIFTUNE 1380 POWER

JAPAN’S FINEST
130BHP 16-VALVE

BRITAX REPLICA
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HIGHS AND LOWS
ROOTES TO CHRYSLER

FIND ME A...
HOT HATCH ICON

THE NUMBER 1 MAGAZINE FOR BUYING AND SELLING CLASSIC CARS

Vol.23  
No.06

May 2017

FORGOTTEN HERO 
MORRIS OXFORD

BUYING THE 
TRIUMPH TR7

ESSENTIAL ADVICE IN BUYING 
BRITAIN'S BARGAIN SPORTS CAR

CHOOSE A SHOW:
NEW AGE CLASSICS:
TOYOTA MR2 MK3

THIS SUMMER'S 
EVENTS LISTING

CHOOSE A SHOW:
PLUS

SOLIHULL LEGENDS

EVENTS LISTING

 MAGAZINE FOR BUYING AND SELLING CLASSIC CARS MAGAZINE FOR BUYING AND SELLING CLASSIC CARS
100sOF CARSFOR SALEBUY A NEW CLASSIC FOR SPRING

150 MPH EXOTICS
BOXSTER OR XK8?£5k

SOLIHULL LEGENDS

150 MPH EXOTICS

HIGHS AND LOWS SOLIHULL LEGENDS

EVENTS LISTING

DRIVING THE FUTURE:
HONDA’S INSIGHT

FORGOTTEN HERO 
MORRIS OXFORD

DRIVING THE FUTURE:
HONDA’S INSIGHT

80s XR FORDS
FROM £2500

SpecialistRates
forClubMembers

*All cover is subject to insurers terms and conditions, which is available upon request. Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate
House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be recorded. FP ADGE775.3.17

With FJ+ you can add to your policy from a range of cover
options* including breakdown, agreed value, salvage
retention and spare parts.

Call our friendly UK team for a quote.

0333 207 6004
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Insurance
solutions* for
classics and
more.

R
umours
circulate about
the future
of storied
British sports

car maker Lotus. As
Chinese manufacturers
add to their portfolios
by investing in historic
domestic marques,
industrial relations mar
others. Is Lotus about to
join Vauxhall by passing
into French hands? Full
story inside.
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12 MONTHS WITH A VINTAGE CLASSIC

TESTED THIS WEEK

See page 4

BUYING A TRIUMPH STAG

Full of zest! Small
Italian classics don’t
come cheaper or
more fun than this!

LOW-MILER
FIAT 126

Easy to drive, plus
plenty of period

charm – perfect 1930s
motoring intro!

FORD 10
MODEL CX

Restored 20 years
ago – and it’s only

travelled 2000
miles since!

TRIUMPH
TR7 DHC

LOST & FOUND SUNBEAM ALPINE

Buying a fast Ford needn’t blow your
budget! The XR family of ‘Eighties
Escorts, Fiestas and Sierras offer
fantastic value for money, so a four-
figure sum buys any of your favourites.
We pick out the bargains inside.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR, WHAT TO AVOID & WHAT TO PAY!

See page 24
5th APRIL 2017 ISSUE 376

BREWER & ANSTEAD
BEGIN THEIR GREAT
BRITISH BUILD-OFF!

ANGLIA vs A40 FARINA

rr

-
tess.

LOTUS: PEUGEOT’S NEXT PURCHASE?

See page 22

EXCLUSIVE!
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0CM WORKSHOP SECTION

■ Seized fixing tricks 
■ Headlight refurb
■ Minor clutch hydraulics
■ Sprite engine takes shape
■ Stag electrics
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TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

SINGER
GAZELLE
Restoration Ghia reborn

RUST-FREE MINI
the easy way?

MGB GT

GOING DUTCH
The forgotten Volvos

SERVICE BAY
Inside the Rover OHC engine

VW CORRADO
Emerging classic

Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world

Living with the
MORRIS MINOR

LASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICCCLASSICLASSICLASSIC
GAZELLE

FORD
CAPRI 2.0

JAGUAR X-TYPE
Engine seal fix

TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

RUST-FREE MINI
MGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GT
Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world
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